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Hectic July should put Hurricanes in focus
A flurry of key dates — from the expansion and entry drafts
to the opening of free agency — will determine the team’s
direction for 2021-22
By Cory Lavalette
RALEIGH — It’s mid-July, so naturally there’s some
downtime for NHL players and executives after a long
season and frantic start to the offseason.
Not so fast.
With the start of the 2020-21 season delayed due to the
coronavirus and the Stanley Cup awarded nearly a month
later than usual, the condensed schedule that challenged the
league’s teams during the season has carried over into the
offseason. With the NHL planning to get back to normal with
an October start for 2021-22, there will be a flurry of activity
in the coming weeks as the league does some catching up
after two years of upheaval.
Toss in the addition of the league’s 32nd team and daily
planners are overflowing with dates of importance. Here’s a
look at the crazy two weeks ahead and how it will shape the
Carolina Hurricanes going forward.
July 17
Thirty NHL teams must submit their lists of protected players
for the Seattle Kraken expansion draft Thursday, and the
lists will be made public the next day. Vegas, the NHL’s 31st
team, is exempt.
Here’s a refresher on the rules, which are the same as when
the Golden Knights joined the league for the 2017-18
season.

For starters, captain Jordan Staal must be protected
because of the no-move clause in his contract. On the flip
side, a loophole that allowed the Hurricanes to loan Martin
Necas to the AHL’s Charlotte Checkers in 2018-19 means he
officially only has two years of experience and will not need
to be protected.
If Carolina chooses the 7-3-1 configuration, they will be
forced to expose a defenseman they would like to keep —
either Brady Skjei or Jake Bean — unless they make a deal
ahead of Thursday’s deadline. The 8-1 configuration would
allow the Hurricanes to protect four defensemen but would
leave someone like Vincent Trocheck unprotected.
We’ll know more once the protected lists are revealed Friday.
July 21
Seattle will make its expansion draft picks next Wednesday.
There could be a flurry of trades around the league as teams
try to best position themselves to protect their best assets.
Whether that means trades with Kraken to entice them to
take an agreed-upon player or deals amongst the 31 other
teams will be determined in the coming week.
July 23-24
I hope you didn’t take a breath — it’s NHL Draft time. The
league will hold a virtual draft for the second straight year
due to the coronavirus, with the first round in prime time on
new rightsholder ESPN next Friday followed by Rounds 2-7
on the afternoon of July 24. Carolina currently holds eight
picks in the draft — one each in the first, second, third, fourth
and sixth rounds, and three in the seventh round. The
Hurricanes will pick 26th in the first round.

Teams can choose between two configurations for their
protected list: either seven forwards, three defensemen and
a goalie; or eight skaters and a goalie. Furthermore, each
team must expose two forwards and a defenseman that are
both under contract for at least next season and have played
27 or more games in 2020-21 or at least 54 games over the
past two seasons. One goalie who is either under contract
for next season or a restricted free agent with an expiring
contract must also be left unprotected.

July 28

Players with more than two years of professional experience
in North America are eligible for the expansion draft, and
players with a no-movement clause must be protected by
their current team. Players with a no-trade clause in their
contract can be exposed. The Kraken will select one player
from each team and choose at least 14 forwards, nine
defensemen and three goalies.

At the top of that list is Hurricanes defenseman Dougie
Hamilton, who is in a position to cash in as a first-time free
agent after scoring double-digit goals in each of the last
seven seasons. Carolina would love to have Hamilton back,
but not for the price and term that many believe the 28-yearold will get on the open market.

So how does all this affect the Hurricanes?

By now, the league’s teams will have spent the last week
wheeling and dealing assets while welcoming new draft picks
into the fold. Next up is the spending frenzy.
With a flat salary cap of $81.5 million, many believe teams
will be more frugal with their spending when the market
opens. That may be true on some level, but the A-list free
agents will still get their money.

The other notable unrestricted free agents for the Hurricanes
are goalies Petr Mrazek and James Reimer, defenseman
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Jani Hakanpaa, and bottom-six forwards Jordan Martinook,
Brock McGinn and Cedric Paquette.

NHL expansion draft 2021: Which players should each team protect from the Seattle
Kraken?
By Emily Kaplan and Greg Wyshynski
The Seattle Kraken will be joining the NHL in an on-ice
capacity at the start of the 2021-22 regular season. They've
filled out their front office and coaching staff, but now they
need some players.
In order to fill out the roster, they will be selecting one player
from 30 of the league's 31 current teams in the expansion
draft on July 21 (the Vegas Golden Knights are exempt,
having just joined the league for the 2017-18 season). Prior
to that, those other teams will devise a list of protected
players: either seven forwards, three defensemen and one
goalie, or eight skaters and one goalie. Here's more on the
format, schedule and everything else expansion-draftrelated.
Who will each team protect? Have GMs learned their lessons
from the Golden Knights expansion draft of 2017? Here are
our projections for which players all 30 teams will protect.
Note: Emily Kaplan projected the Western Conference
teams, while Greg Wyshynski projected the Eastern
Conference teams. Thanks as always to our friends at
CapFriendly for salary and contract data. Advanced stats are
from Hockey Reference, Natural Stat Trick and Evolving
Hockey.
Anaheim Ducks
F: Rickard Rakell
F: Troy Terry
F: Max Jones
F: Isac Lundestrom
D: Cam Fowler
D: Hampus Lindholm
D: Josh Manson
D: Haydn Fleury
G: John Gibson
Tough calls: The Ducks traded for Carolina's Haydn Fleury
last season and truly valued him, upping his average ice time
by nearly seven minutes compared to what he was doing for
the Hurricanes. Anaheim will prioritize protecting Fleury,
especially since he'll be attractive to Seattle GM Ron
Francis, who originally drafted him in Carolina. Fleury's
protection ensures the Ducks will go an eight-skater route.
The toughest choice is whether to keep the veteran Jakob
Silfverberg or the 21-year-old Isac Lundestrom. The Ducks
are leaving the Kraken with some decent options, including
Sam Steel and Alexander Volkov. They'll also leave Adam
Henrique for the Kraken. Henrique's time in Anaheim may be
coming to an end as an expensive veteran, but he did have a

strong performance at this spring's IIHF world championship
for Canada.
Arizona Coyotes
F: Phil Kessel (NMC)
F: Clayton Keller
F: Christian Dvorak
F: Conor Garland
F: Nick Schmaltz
F: Lawson Crouse
F: Tyler Pitlick
D: Jakob Chychrun
D: Oliver Ekman-Larsson (NMC)
D: Kyle Capobianco
G: Darcy Kuemper
Tough calls: The Coyotes are going through a strange time,
organizationally. GM Bill Armstrong is looking to give the
team a fresh start -- which is a euphemism for massive
turnover. It's no secret the Coyotes are looking to move the
contracts of Kessel and captain Ekman-Larsson, but both
players have no-movement clauses, so this isn't the
opportunity to do so. There are some other veteran contracts
the Coyotes wouldn't mind shedding -- really, the only
untouchable player on this roster may be Chychrun -- but
those moves are best done via trade. It's possible Arizona
protects Michael Bunting, Christian Fischer or Johan Larsson
instead of Pitlick. The Coyotes don't have the deepest roster
in the league, and goalie Adin Hill is probably the best
available player for Seattle to select.
Boston Bruins
F: Patrice Bergeron (NMC)
F: Brad Marchand (NMC)
F: Charlie Coyle (NMC)
F: David Pastrnak
F: Craig Smith
F: Trent Frederic
F: Jake DeBrusk
D: Charlie McAvoy
D: Brandon Carlo
D: Matt Grzelcyk
G: Dan Vladar
Tough calls: To answer your first question, the Bruins don't
have to protect unrestricted free agents Tuukka Rask and
Jaroslav Halak nor first-year pro Jeremy Swayman, who isn't
eligible for the draft. Hence, they protect Dan Vladar. As for
the toughest calls, they're at the forward spot. Trent Frederic,
23, was just handed a two-year extension ($1.05M AAV)
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ahead of the draft. One assumes he's safe. That left
DeBrusk and Nick Ritchie for the final spot. We think
DeBrusk gets the nod for more proof of concept and for
having a higher trade value. But the Bruins likely think the
Kraken opt for one of the defensemen they have to expose
like Connor Clifton, Jeremy Lauzon or Jakub Zboril.
Buffalo Sabres
F: Jack Eichel
F: Sam Reinhart
F: Rasmus Asplund
F: Casey Mittelstadt
F: Victor Olofsson
F: Tage Thompson
F: Anders Bjork
D: Rasmus Dahlin
D: Henri Jokiharju
D: Rasmus Ristolainen
G: None
Tough calls: The Kraken have more institutional knowledge
about the Sabres' list than most. GM Ron Francis is good
friends with Buffalo GM Kevyn Adams and had Jeff Skinner
when he was general manager of the Hurricanes. John Vogl
of The Athletic reports that Skinner has waived his nomovement clause, although given that contract, it's unlikely
he'll be selected. Kraken assistant GM Jason Botterill was
the general manager of the Sabres from 2017 to '20. So they
know the roster, and Adams knows they know the roster.
Buffalo would rather not lose defenseman Will Borgen, 24.
This seems ripe for a side deal, as the Sabres have five
picks in the first three rounds of this year's draft. Keep in
mind that Sabres defenseman Colin Miller ($3.875M AAV)
was an original Golden Knight; will he be selected again?
Calgary Flames
F: Johnny Gaudreau
F: Matthew Tkachuk
F: Sean Monahan
F: Elias Lindholm
F: Dillon Dube
F: Mikael Backlund
F: Andrew Mangiapane
D: Rasmus Andersson
D: Noah Hanifin
D: Chris Tanev
G: Jacob Markstrom (NMC)
Tough calls: Veteran Milan Lucic has already waived his nomovement clause for the sake of helping the team protect
someone else. That made management's decision much
easier among the forward group. There could be movement
among some of the team's big-name forwards, but that
would come via trade, not losing them in the expansion draft
for nothing. The most difficult decision here is leaving captain
Mark Giordano unprotected. Giordano, 37, carries a $6.75
million cap hit for one more season. If the Kraken pick up
enough cost-effective players elsewhere, Giordano could be
a great addition.
Carolina Hurricanes
F: Sebastian Aho
F: Jordan Staal (NMC)

F: Andrei Svechnikov
F: Vincent Trocheck
F: Teuvo Teravainen
F: Nino Niederreiter
F: Morgan Geekie
D: Jaccob Slavin
D: Brett Pesce
D: Brady Skjei
G: Alex Nedeljkovic
Tough calls: Geekie, who turns 23 on July 20, looks to be a
serviceable depth forward. He's considerably younger and
cheaper than Jesper Fast (29, $2 million AAV through 202223), although perhaps not better. Fast and Warren Foegele
(RFA) appear to be the odd men out from the protected
forwards. On defense, Dougie Hamilton's free-agent status
means he won't be protected. The three mentioned here are
easy calls, but it'll still be tough to see 23-year-old restricted
free agent Jake Bean be exposed. (Not so much with
veteran blueliner Jake Gardiner, making $4.050 million
against the cap through 2022-23.) And remember, this is a
roster with which Kraken GM Ron Francis is quite familiar,
having held the same role for the Hurricanes previously (and
having acquired many of these players).
Chicago Blackhawks
F: Patrick Kane (NMC)
F: Jonathan Toews
F: Alex DeBrincat
F: Dylan Strome
F: Brandon Hagel
F: Henrik Borgstrom
F: Adam Gaudette
D: Connor Murphy
D: Nikita Zadorov
D: Calvin de Haan
G: Kevin Lankinen
Tough calls: It felt like an inevitability that the Blackhawks
would expose de Haan and his $4.55 million cap hit. Then
Duncan Keith requested a trade, got it, and Chicago's plans
changed. De Haan, who is on an expiring deal, could have
been a trade option for Seattle had the Kraken selected him.
Now the Blackhawks will likely hold on to him and try to
recoup some value before the trade deadline. The
Blackhawks don't need to make too many difficult decisions
among forwards because Alexander Nylander (injury) will be
exempt, allowing the Blackhawks to keep two young
forwards they traded for last season: Borgstrom and
Gaudette. The Blackhawks can only hope the Kraken don't
select Malcolm Subban, a goalie they like; but they don't
have a choice but to protect Lankinen, who is a step above.
Colorado Avalanche
F: Nathan MacKinnon
F: Mikko Rantanen
F: Gabriel Landeskog
F: Andre Burakovsky
F: Tyson Jost
F: Nazem Kadri
F: Valeri Nichushkin
D: Cale Makar
D: Devon Toews
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D: Samuel Girard
G: Philipp Grubauer
Tough calls: Erik Johnson waived his no-movement clause,
allowing the Avalanche to protect their three prized young
defensemen: Makar, Toews and Girard. Johnson, 33, is the
longest-tenured member of the Avs and was sidelined for
nearly all of last season. Making $6 million for the next two
campaigns, Johnson is highly unlikely to be selected, so by
waiving his NMC he's helping set his team up for success.
Colorado could consider protecting Ryan Graves too if it
goes with an eight-skater format, or trade Graves so the Avs
don't lose him for nothing. However it shakes out, the Avs
stand to lose a good roster player, as J.T. Compher and
Joonas Donskoi will also be left unprotected.
Columbus Blue Jackets
F: Cam Atkinson
F: Patrik Laine
F: Boone Jenner
F: Oliver Bjorkstrand
F: Jack Roslovic
F: Eric Robinson
F: Kevin Stenlund
D: Seth Jones
D: Zach Werenski
D: Vladislav Gavrikov
G: Joonas Korpisalo
Tough calls: Many projections for the Blue Jackets had them
losing Robinson to the Kraken, but it's hard to imagine them
leaving the 26-year-old unprotected unless they're convinced
he's gone in free agency next summer. (And this being
Columbus, perhaps that's the assumption.) If they protect
him and Stenlund (24, RFA next summer) at forward, it
means veterans Max Domi (UFA next summer) and Gustav
Nyquist (two more years at $5.5 million AAV) would be
exposed. Nyquist had 42 points in 70 games with Columbus
in 2019-20 but missed last season after preseason surgery
on a torn labrum in his left shoulder. Another name to watch:
defenseman Dean Kukan, 28, who played parts of five
seasons with Columbus. He carries a $1.65 million cap hit
and goes UFA next summer.
Dallas Stars
F: Jamie Benn (NMC)
F: Tyler Seguin (NMC)
F: Alexander Radulov (NMC)
F: Joe Pavelski
F: Roope Hintz
F: Radek Faksa
F: Denis Gurianov
D: Miro Heiskanen
D: John Klingberg
D: Esa Lindell (NMC)
G: Ben Bishop (NMC)
Tough calls: As you can see, the Stars are saddled with a
few no-movement clauses: Benn, Seguin, Radulov, Lindell
and Bishop. That forces the answer in goal. Jake Oettinger
has positioned himself as the Stars' long-term answer in net,
which has made Anton Khudobin (hero of the 2020 Stanley
Cup Final run, regression in 2021) expendable. The nomovement clauses force the Stars' hand in the forward

group. The Stars probably planned to have Joe Pavelski
unprotected (he's 37 with a $7 million annual cap hit and
signed a deal that only had a no-movement clause for the
first two years, not this one). However, Pavelski punctuated
his importance last season and now is viewed as
indispensable. It comes down to Faksa or Jason Dickinson
for the final forward spot -- two players the Stars would prefer
not to lose.
Detroit Red Wings
F: Dylan Larkin
F: Jakub Vrana
F: Tyler Bertuzzi
F: Michael Rasmussen
F: Robby Fabbri
F: Adam Erne
F: Givani Smith
D: Filip Hronek
D: Dennis Cholowski
D: Troy Stecher
G: Thomas Greiss
Tough calls: The toughest call is on defense, where
Cholowski, Stecher, Danny DeKeyser and Gustav Lindstrom
were all vying for two sports behind Hronek. The thinking
here: While Stecher, 27, is classic expansion bait -- $1.7
million AAV and an unrestricted free agent in 2022 -- he also
was one of the Wings' best defensemen last season. He
could also have trade-deadline value. Lindstrom, 22, has
less upside than Cholowski, and wasn't drafted by current
GM Steve Yzerman. The forward group, by contrast, had
only one difficult call: Smith, an RFA, over versatile veteran
Vladislav Namestnikov.
Edmonton Oilers
F: Connor McDavid
F: Leon Draisaitl
F: Ryan Nugent-Hopkins (NMC)
F: Jesse Puljujarvi
F: Kailer Yamamoto
F: Josh Archibald
F: Tyler Benson
D: Darnell Nurse
D: Ethan Bear
D: Duncan Keith (NMC)
G: Stuart Skinner
Tough calls: The Oilers' biggest decision was going to be
leaving Caleb Jones unprotected. Instead, they packaged
Jones as part of the trade for Duncan Keith. Problem solved.
Edmonton is going the 7-3-1 route, as GM Ken Holland
confirmed after re-signing Nugent-Hopkins. Now the biggest
question is who takes up the last forward spot. The Oilers
can choose only two of Archibald, Benson and Zack Kassian.
Edmonton should choose Benson for his upside, as he was a
point-per-game player in the AHL last season. Archibald
offers affordable overall value, so Kassian could be the odd
man out. Without Mike Smith under contract (the two sides
have been working on a new deal) minor leaguer Skinner
gets protected in net.
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Florida Panthers
F: Jonathan Huberdeau (NMC)
F: Aleksander Barkov
F: Patric Hornqvist
F: Carter Verhaeghe
F: Sam Bennett
F: Frank Vatrano
F: Noel Acciari
D: Keith Yandle
D: Aaron Ekblad
D: MacKenzie Weegar
G: Sergei Bobrovsky
Tough calls: Anthony Duclair, 25, is a restricted free agent
who had 32 points in 43 games last season for the Panthers.
The last forward spot likely comes down to Acciari, who is a
bit more versatile and has more years left on his deal
($1,666,667), and The Duke. Theoretically, GM Bill Zito
could leave Duclair exposed with the confidence that there
are other options for Seattle to take, like forward Mason
Marchment, defensemen Anton Stralman, Radko Gudas,
Markus Nutivaara and RFA Gustav Forsling. There's also
unrestricted free-agent goalie Chris Driedger, who has been
linked to the Kraken for months.
Los Angeles Kings
F: Anze Kopitar
F: Alex Iafallo
F: Viktor Arvidsson
F: Adrian Kempe
F: Trevor Moore
F: Brendan Lemieux
F: Lias Andersson
D: Drew Doughty (NMC)
D: Matt Roy
D: Sean Walker
G: Calvin Petersen
Tough calls: The biggest decision the Kings have to make is
regarding format, as there was a case to go with eight
skaters so they could keep a fourth defenseman, Kale
Clague. Clague, 23, played in only 18 NHL games last
season, but he has top-four upside, especially with what he
can offer offensively. But the Kings have too many forwards
to protect, especially with the recent addition of Arvidsson.
Dustin Brown is one of the last remaining core players from
the Stanley Cups, but at age 37 and with a $5.875 million
cap, hit it's a soft risk to keep him exposed. It's a similar
situation for veteran goaltender Jonathan Quick, who has a
$5.8 million annual cap hit through 2022-23 -- the Kings have
identified Petersen as their No. 1 goalie. Selecting the last
forward is a difficult exercise for the Kings. On this list,
Andersson just made the cut, though it wouldn't be shocking
to see the Kings choose Carl Grundstrom or Andreas
Athanasiou instead.
Minnesota Wild
F: Joel Eriksson Ek
F: Kevin Fiala
F: Marcus Foligno
F: Jordan Greenway
F: Mats Zuccarello (NMC)
F: Ryan Hartman

F: Nico Sturm
D: Jared Spurgeon (NMC)
D: Jonas Brodin (NMC)
D: Matt Dumba
G: Kaapo Kähkönen
Tough calls: GM Bill Guerin already made his toughest call:
buying out the remaining four years of Zach Parise and Ryan
Suter's contracts. The moves will have salary-cap
implications for years, but in the short term, this frees more
than $10 million in cap space next season (hopefully to bring
in a top center) while also clearing two protected expansiondraft spots. Dumba, whom Guerin's predecessor bent over
backward to protect in 2017, now finds himself on the list
once again. Carson Soucy is the odd defenseman out, while
Victor Rask is left unprotected on offense. That's a bummer
considering Rask, 28, had a resurgent 2021 season. The
other difficult choice Guerin must make is which goalie to
protect: reliable veteran Cam Talbot or Kähkönen, who is
viewed as the goalie of the future. The truth is that the Wild
don't want to lose either.
Montreal Canadiens
F: Tyler Toffoli
F: Josh Anderson
F: Brendan Gallagher (NMC)
F: Jesperi Kotkaniemi
F: Artturi Lehkonen
F: Jake Evans
F: Phillip Danault
D: Ben Chiarot
D: Jeff Petry (NMC)
D: Joel Edmundson
G: Carey Price (NMC)
Tough calls: A bombshell dropped Wednesday that changed
the Canadiens' expansion draft plans. According to Renaud
Lavoie of TVA, Montreal defenseman Shea Weber will likely
be exposed in the expansion draft because of injuries to his
left foot and thumb that could keep him out all of next
season. If that's the case, the Canadiens would be able to
protect both Ben Chiarot and Joel Edmundson instead of
having to choose between the two. The Canadiens would
prefer if Jake Allen isn't a member of the Kraken after the
draft. They inked Price's backup to a two-year extension and
he outplayed the star during the regular season. One name
to watch: Jonathan Drouin, 26, who has two more years at
$5.5 million against the cap. He took leave from the team for
personal reasons in April. Conventional wisdom is that the
Canadiens will expose him, both due to the uncertainty
around his status and that a change in scenery could be
beneficial.
Nashville Predators
F: Filip Forsberg
F: Luke Kunin
F: Calle Jarnkrok
D: Roman Josi (NMC)
D: Mattias Ekholm
D: Ryan Ellis
D: Dante Fabbro
D: Alexandre Carrier
G: Juuse Saros
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Tough calls: With so many talented defensemen, the
Predators are sure to go the eight-skater route to protect at
least four of them. But would they be willing to protect five?
That's the existential question GM David Poile must face,
and it became an issue thanks to Alexandre Carrier's
breakout 2021 season. Carrier, 24, stood out in a surprising
top-four role, and has some cost certainty ($733,333
annually through 2022-23). Protecting five defensemen
would be rare, but not unprecedented; the Islanders did it
during the Vegas draft. The Predators will dangle expensive
veterans Matt Duchene and Ryan Johansen for the Kraken,
but it's hard to imagine them being taken. The last forward
spot could come down to two players with great value:
Jarnkrok ($2 million annually through next season) or Colton
Sissons ($2.85 million annually through 2025-26).
New Jersey Devils
2021 NHL draft
F: Nico Hischier
F: Jesper Bratt
F: Pavel Zacha
F: Janne Kuokkanen
F: Yegor Sharangovich
F: Miles Wood
F: Andreas Johnsson
D: Damon Severson
D: Jonas Siegenthaler
D: Will Butcher
G: Mackenzie Blackwood
Tough calls: Some of the Devils' bright young stars (Jack
Hughes, Ty Smith, Jesper Boqvist) are exempt. The biggest
decision here was whether to protect P.K. Subban and his $9
million cap hit for next season, or Butcher, who is $3,733,333
against the cap before also reaching unrestricted free-agent
status next summer. Butcher has really lost the thread in his
past two seasons with the Devils, but he's still only 26. They
could protect him and dare the Kraken to take Subban.
(Would there be any better salesman/ambassador for an
expansion team than P.K.?) But Seattle will have other
options from the Devils in forwards Nathan Bastian
($825,000 AAV through 2022-23), Michael McLeod (RFA)
and Nick Merkley (RFA).
New York Islanders
F: Mathew Barzal
F: Jean-Gabriel Pageau
F: Josh Bailey
F: Jordan Eberle
F: Anthony Beauvillier
F: Anders Lee
F: Brock Nelson
D: Adam Pelech
D: Ryan Pulock
D: Scott Mayfield
G: Semyon Varlamov
Tough calls: Some beloved Islanders will land in the
expansion draft pool. Their stellar checking line -- Casey
Cizikas (UFA), Cal Clutterbuck ($3.5 million for one more
season) and Matt Martin ($1.5 million through 2023-24) -- will
be exposed. So will RFA forwards Kieffer Bellows (23) and
Otto Koivula (22), both of whom will be tempting for the

Kraken. On defense, the three picks here were easy calls,
but that leaves Nick Leddy exposed, which is why the
Islanders are reportedly shopping him before the draft. The
big question: Can GM Lou Lamoriello work any kind of angle
to get the Kraken to take Andrew Ladd ($5.5 million AAV
through 2022-23) off of this roster?
New York Rangers
F: Artemi Panarin (NMC)
F: Mika Zibanejad (NMC)
F: Chris Kreider (NMC)
F: Ryan Strome
F: Pavel Buchnevich
F: Filip Chytil
F: Brett Howden
D: Jacob Trouba (NMC)
D: Libor Hájek
D: Ryan Lindgren
G: Alexandar Georgiev
Tough calls: The perks of being a rebuilding team are
evident in the Rangers' decision-making process. Among the
exempt players: Norris Trophy winner Adam Fox, fellow
defenseman K'Andre Miller, forwards Alexis Lafrenière and
Kaapo Kakko, and goalie Igor Shesterkin. So there's not a
ton of drama, especially with defenseman Tony DeAngelo in
exile. (According to the New York Post, he'll be bought out
after the draft.) The only point of contention here would be
Howden getting a spot over Colin Blackwell at forward. But
Howden is 23 and a restricted free agent next summer, while
Blackwell is 28 and unrestricted next summer.
Ottawa Senators
F: Brady Tkachuk
F: Connor Brown
F: Logan Brown
F: Colin White
F: Drake Batherson
F: Nick Paul
F: Austin Watson
D: Thomas Chabot
D: Victor Mete
D: Nikita Zaitsev
G: Filip Gustavsson
Tough calls: If the debate is to protect Watson or Evgenii
Dadonov, there's an obvious case to be made to keep the
exponentially more productive player in Dadonov. But his
production dropped by a point per 60 minutes in his first
season in Ottawa, he's 32 and he carries a $5 million annual
cap hit for the next two seasons -- and, more importantly
since it's Ottawa, is owed $11.5 million in real dollars. So
we'll assume he's exposed, along with versatile veteran
forward Chris Tierney, goalie Matt Murray (whom Seattle
won't touch) and goalie Joey Daccord (who could be
tempting), among others.
Philadelphia Flyers
F: Claude Giroux (NMC)
F: Kevin Hayes (NMC)
F: Travis Konecny
F: Sean Couturier
F: Oskar Lindblom
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F: Nolan Patrick
F: Scott Laughton
D: Ivan Provorov
D: Travis Sanheim
D: Philippe Myers
G: Carter Hart
Tough calls: Two huge names at forward are expected to be
exposed to the Kraken. James van Riemsdyk, 32, has a $7
million cap hit through 2022-23. Jakub Voracek, 31, makes
$8.25 million against the cap through 2023-24. Sportsnet
reported that both sides have discussed the possibility of a
change in scenery in each case. Both veterans skated for
Seattle coach Dave Hakstol when he was bench boss of the
Flyers, though Voracek in particular had his best offensive
season when Hakstol was running the show. Another big
name expected to be exposed: Shayne Gostisbehere, 28, a
puck-moving defenseman who makes $4.5 million against
the cap for the next two seasons. Among the cost-effective
options for the Kraken: Forward Nicolas Aubé-Kubel, 25,
who has a $1.075 million cap hit before RFA status next
summer; and veteran defenseman Justin Braun, who has
one more season at $1.8 million before UFA status.
Pittsburgh Penguins
F: Sidney Crosby (NMC)
F: Evgeni Malkin (NMC)
F: Jake Guentzel
F: Kasperi Kapanen
F: Jeff Carter
F: Bryan Rust
F: Teddy Blueger
D: Kris Letang (NMC)
D: Brian Dumoulin
D: Mark Friedman
G: Casey DeSmith
Tough calls: Tristan Jarry had an .888 save percentage and
a negative-5.8 goals saved above average in the playoffs.
He has two more seasons at a $3.5 million cap hit remaining
on a contract that current GM (and former goalie) Ron
Hextall did not give him. So many signs point to the
Penguins' primary starter last season being exposed for the
Kraken -- and keep in mind that Jarry is a British Columbia
native. The other intriguing debate is at forward. Pittsburgh
just signed Blueger to a two-year deal worth $2.2 million
annually. Does that tip the Pens' hand that he'll be protected
over forwards like Jared McCann ($2.94 million next season
before RFA status) and Zach Aston-Reese (RFA)? The
consensus seems to be that veterans Jason Zucker (two
years left at $5.5 million AAV) and Brandon Tanev ($3.5
million AAV through 2024-25) will be made available to
Seattle, as Hextall had no hand in acquiring either.
San Jose Sharks
F: Logan Couture
F: Evander Kane
F: Tomas Hertl
F: Timo Meier
F: Kevin Labanc
F: Jonathan Dahlen
F: Rudolfs Balcers
D: Erik Karlsson (NMC)

D: Brent Burns
D: Marc-Edouard Vlasic (NMC)
G: Josef Korenar
Tough calls: There aren't too many tough calls to make for
the Sharks -- an indictment on how thin this roster is.
Karlsson and Vlasic have no-movement clauses and must be
protected. Burns does not, and while the Sharks might be
interested in shedding his $8 million in salary, there's no
indication GM Doug Wilson is willing to go that far. Really,
this team needs a goalie, evidenced by Martin Jones and his
$5.75 million salary being left exposed, and likely untaken.
It's easy to see Dahlen, 23, taking up the last forward slot.
He has yet to play in the NHL, but has been tearing it up in
Sweden's second-tier league. Dahlen should get a roster
look for the Sharks in 2021-22.
St. Louis Blues
F: Ryan O'Reilly
F: David Perron
F: Robert Thomas
F: Brayden Schenn
F: Oskar Sundqvist
F: Jordan Kyrou
F: Vladimir Tarasenko
D: Justin Faulk
D: Torey Krug
D: Colton Parayko
G: Jordan Binnington
Tough calls: Vladimir Tarasenko's trade request complicates
things a tad, but the Blues won't want to lose their sniper -who scored 218 goals over 531 games with the team -- for
nothing. Tarasenko should land on the protected list. The
Blues have a deep roster, so there are a few attractive
candidates from whom the Kraken can choose. Kyrou's
breakout season likely lands him on the protection list over
Ivan Barbashev, Sammy Blais or Zach Sanford; any of those
three could flourish in Seattle given a bigger role. The
decisions would have been trickier if the Blues agreed to a
new deal with Jaden Schwartz, but he remains unsigned and
headed to UFA status. It seems likely the Kraken select
defenseman Vince Dunn, whom the Blues held onto after an
up-and-down past two seasons. St. Louis could consider
protecting cost-effective Niko Mikkola, but it's more likely
they'll hold onto their three veterans.
Tampa Bay Lightning
F: Nikita Kucherov (NMC)
F: Steven Stamkos (NMC)
F: Brayden Point
F: Anthony Cirelli
D: Victor Hedman (NMC)
D: Mikhail Sergachev
D: Erik Cernak
D: Ryan McDonagh
G: Andrei Vasilevskiy (NMC)
Tough calls: Are there ever any easy calls when it comes to
the Lightning and their cap-unfriendly roster? If Tampa is
going to really push for a three-peat, it starts in the back end.
That means ensuring that its four best defensemen remain
intact ahead of Vasilevskiy. That could be accomplished with
a 7-3-1 setup and a side deal with Seattle to guarantee they
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won't take a D-man. That would also allow them to protect
Alex Killorn (31, two years left at $4.45 million annually), or
forward Mathieu Joseph (24, $737,500), or rookie Ross
Colton (24, RFA). But it's possible they go 8-1 instead, which
would leave those three plus Ondrej Palat (30, $5.3 million
for one more season) and center Yanni Gourde (29,
$5,166,666 AAV through 2024-25) exposed. In either
scenario, making a side deal could be tough, as the
Lightning have only two picks (2021 third, 2022 first) in the
top three rounds in the next two drafts. No salary-cap Jedi
mind tricks are going to save the Lightning this time. They're
going to lose someone good.
Toronto Maple Leafs

Washington Capitals
F: Nicklas Backstrom (NMC)
F: T.J. Oshie
F: Evgeny Kuznetsov
F: Tom Wilson
F: Lars Eller
F: Anthony Mantha
F: Conor Sheary
D: John Carlson
D: Dmitry Orlov
D: Brenden Dillon
G: Ilya Samsonov

Tough calls: The consensus out of Toronto seems to be that
the Maple Leafs are going to protect a fourth defenseman,
going with the eight skaters and one goalie. If so, Holl ($2
million AAV for two more seasons) could be protected while
center Alex Kerfoot ($3.5 millon AAV for two more seasons)
would be exposed. Travis Dermott, another cost-effective
defenseman at $1.5 million AAV for the next two seasons,
would also be Kraken bait. Keep in mind that coach Dave
Hakstol was a Leafs assistant coach before he left for the
Kraken, so he knows this roster well.

Tough calls: Don't freak out when you see a certain name
missing here. Remember that Alex Ovechkin, unlisted above,
is an unrestricted free agent and has said he's going to play
only for the Capitals. The biggest question for the Capitals
was on defense, where they have Justin Schultz ($4 million
AAV next season, and then a UFA) and Brenden Dillon ($3.9
million AAV for three more seasons) vying for the last
protection spot. Schultz provides more offensive upside, but
there's a chance the Capitals could lose Dillon to the Kraken
-- he's a British Columbia native who played for the WHL
Seattle Thunderbirds -- and lose Zdeno Chara to retirement,
which would seriously impact the left side of their defense.
But there's another interesting option for the Kraken on the
Capitals' back end: Goalie Vitek Vanecek, 25, who started 36
games as a rookie last season. Finally, apologies to fans of
homecomings and the obvious: It appears T.J. Oshie of
Mount Vernon, Washington, will remain in that other
Washington next season despite his age (34) and contract
($5.75 million AAV through 2024-25). Keep in mind that there
could be a move made before the draft, what with the team
shopping Kuznetsov.

Vancouver Canucks

Winnipeg Jets

F: Elias Pettersson
F: Brock Boeser
F: Bo Horvat
F: J.T. Miller
F: Tanner Pearson
F: Tyler Motte
F: Matthew Highmore
D: Olli Juolevi
D: Tyler Myers
D: Nate Schmidt
G: Thatcher Demko

F: Blake Wheeler (NMC)
F: Kyle Connor
F: Nikolaj Ehlers
F: Mark Scheifele
F: Pierre-Luc Dubois
F: Andrew Copp
F: Adam Lowry
D: Neal Pionk
D: Josh Morrissey
D: Dylan DeMelo
G: Connor Hellebuyck

Tough calls: The Canucks don't have to make too many
tough decisions on defense, given Quinn Hughes is exempt
and Alexander Edler and Travis Hamonic are set to be
unrestricted free agents. The Canucks protect Thatcher
Demko -- having made that decision when they let Jacob
Markstrom leave in free agency last summer -- and see if
Seattle has any interest in picking up Braden Holtby's
contract ($4.3 million through next season). Selecting the
seventh forward spot is trickiest. Highmore made our list, but
the Canucks could easily choose Kole Lind, Zack MacEwan
or Jonah Gadjovich, who has put up impressive AHL
numbers, but has yet to get a full look in the NHL.

Tough calls: Winnipeg will protect most of its veteran
forwards knowing it's likely to lose a young, middle-six
forward like Mason Appleton. With a $900,000 annual cap
hit, Appleton scored 12 goals while playing just 14:25 per
game last season, which the Kraken could see as significant
value. There was some scuttlebutt that Winnipeg could
expose Copp, a pending RFA, but that would be stunning.
The real decision for Winnipeg comes down to the last
defense spot -- the Jets will have to choose between DeMelo
and Logan Stanley. DeMelo proved to be a good partner for
Morrissey, and with 321 career games, you know what
you're going to get from him. Stanley often is touted for his
size (6-7) and potential, and came onto the scene late in the
postseason to be a pleasant surprise. If Winnipeg wants to

F: Auston Matthews
F: Mitchell Marner
F: John Tavares (NMC)
F: William Nylander
D: Morgan Rielly
D: Jake Muzzin
D: T.J. Brodie
D: Justin Holl
G: Jack Campbell
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keep both players, GM Kevin Cheveldayoff will need to make
a side deal with the Kraken.

Oilers trade goalie Dylan Wells to Hurricanes for future considerations
The Edmonton Oilers have traded goalie Dylan Wells to the
Carolina Hurricanes in exchange for future considerations,
the team announced Wednesday.
"Dylan is a young goaltender with experience in both the
AHL and the ECHL,” said Hurricanes general manager Don
Waddell in a press release. “This move helps solidify our
organizational depth and provides us with greater flexibility
for the upcoming expansion draft."

Wells, 23, spent most of the 2020-21 season on the Oilers'
tax squad, never appearing in an NHL or AHL game.
The season prior, the six-foot-two, 190-pound netminder put
up a 3.77 goals-against average and 0.878 save percentage
in seven AHL appearances with the Bakersfield Condors,
along with a 4.98 GAA and 0.871 SVV% in 10 games with
the ECHL's Wichita Thunder.
The St. Catherines, Ont., native was drafted by the Oilers in
the fifth round of the 2016 NHL Draft.

Canes acquire minor-league goalie in trade
The Canes have added some depth to their organizational
goalie depth chart ahead of the expansion draft.
By Andrew Schnittker
The Hurricanes made a move to add some depth to the
crease ahead of the expansion draft Wednesday, acquiring
goalie Dylan Wells from the Edmonton Oilers. Wells has not
played an NHL game.
Don Waddell said in the Canes’ release that this move gives
the team added flexibility in the expansion draft, and it seems
to be a move made with that in mind. The expansion draft
rules require each team to expose one goalie under contract
for the 2021-22 season, or one who will be an RFA this
summer. Any RFA goalie must receive a qualifying offer to
meet the requirements. Wells is an RFA, so, if they qualify
him, he can meet their goalie exposure requirement.
The team’s official release follows:
‘CANES ACQUIRE DYLAN WELLS FROM OILERS
Goaltender spent most of 2020-21 season on Edmonton’s
taxi squad
RALEIGH, NC – Don Waddell, President and General
Manager of the National Hockey League’s Carolina

Hurricanes, today announced that the team has acquired
goaltender Dylan Wells from the Edmonton Oilers in
exchange for future considerations.
“Dylan is a young goaltender with experience in both the
AHL and the ECHL,” said Waddell. “This move helps solidify
our organizational depth and provides us with greater
flexibility for the upcoming expansion draft.”
Wells, 23, has registered a 6-10-2 record, 3.16 goals-against
average, .898 save percentage and one shutout in 19 career
American Hockey League games with Bakersfield. He has
also posted a 15-12-3 record, 3.74 goals-against average,
.896 save percentage and one shutout in 33 career ECHL
games with Wichita. The 6’2”, 190-pound netminder posted a
69-73-17 record, 3.65 goals-against average, .898 save
percentage and two shutouts in 162 career Ontario Hockey
League games with Peterborough from 2014-18. While
playing for the Petes, he was teammates with Hurricanes
forward Steven Lorentz for three seasons. Wells won gold
with Canada’s U18 squad at the 2015 Ivan Hlinka Memorial
Tournament. The St. Catherines, Ont., native was drafted by
the Oilers in the fifth round, 123rd overall, of the 2016 NHL
Draft.
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Exploring Carolina’s options for the second goalie
Alex Nedeljkovic should head into the 2021-22 season as the
Canes top netminder, but with Petr Mrazek and James
Reimer both UFAs, the second spot is a big question for
Carolina.

He’s a guy that the fans love, and by all impressions seems
to love the situation he has been in the last few years. Resigning Mrazek makes a ton of sense, but there are some
hurdles.

By Alec_Sawyer

For a deeper look into Mrazek’s re-signability, here’s a story
for you.

Carolina Hurricanes fans are certainly used to offseason
questions about the goaltending, but the questions heading
into the 2021-22 season are a little different than those of
late 2010s.
The Canes have found their guy in Alex Nedeljkovic, a longtime member of the organization who finally got his extended
NHL chance in 2021 and made the absolute most of it.
Nedeljkovic, who was a Calder Trophy finalist this past
season, took over the top spot in Carolina’s crease, earning
almost every start from Rod Brind’Amour in the postseason.
Nedeljkovic is a restricted free agent, but one the Hurricanes
will be re-signing. We took a look at what that contract could
look like here.
With Nedeljkovic the presumed “starter” so to speak, or at
least 1A goalie, the question comes to who the Canes’
backup, or 1B guy, will be in the upcoming season. Both Petr
Mrazek and James Reimer, Carolina’s one-two before
Nedeljkovic broke through, are unrestricted free agents, so
the Hurricanes don’t actually have an in-house option under
contract that would make sense.
So, what does Carolina do with the second goalie spot? Will
the Canes re-sign either Mrazek or Reimer, or will Carolina
hit the unfamiliar open market for a completely fresh option?
It’s a big decision for the team, one that becomes especially
important in a case where Nedeljkovic regresses some from
his impressive rookie season.
Here’s a look at some of the options:
Petr Mrazek
So, this one seems like it would maybe be the ideal option
for the Carolina Hurricanes moving forward.
With no disrespect to Reimer, more on him later, Mrazek is
clearly the better goalie and option for the Canes if Don
Waddell and company are looking to make it a 1A-1B
situation rather than a clear-cut starter-backup one in the
crease. That 1A-1B option, the increasingly more popular
route for NHL teams, feels like the much smarter choice with
Nedeljkovic’s relative inexperience.
With that being said, re-signing Mrazek would make a whole
lot of sense for the Hurricanes if the two sides can agree on
a fair deal. Mrazek has played his best NHL hockey in a
Carolina uniform, compiling a 50-32-8 record, .911 save
percentage and 2.48 GAA over 92 games in a Canes
sweater.
He was one of the main reasons the Hurricanes made a
return to the playoffs in 2018-19, and he’s put together some
really marvelous performances for Carolina over the past
three seasons.

But in short, the two things to consider are the money and
also Mrazek’s willingness to sign as the second option for a
team when there may be another out there willing to make
him the guy in the crease.
As for the money, as mentioned in the story linked above,
signing both Mrazek and Nedeljkovic combined for about $7
million a year, roughly the league-average for the two
goaltenders, probably isn’t too far fetched.
If the sides can agree to a deal, and Mrazek is interested in
returning to Carolina as the 1B to Nedeljkovic’s 1A, then this
is probably the ideal option for the Hurricanes.
James Reimer
Mrazek of course isn’t the only free agent goalie from the
Canes roster, as Reimer also will be looking to sign a
contract somewhere as a UFA.
And while Mrazek would maybe be that 1B option for
Nedeljkovic, Reimer would certainly be more of a traditional
backup option if the Canes were to go with him. That’s not to
say Reimer isn’t good or wouldn’t start a good chunk of
games, but Nedeljkovic would be a more clear-cut No. 1.
If that’s what the Canes wanted to do, give the reins fully to
Nedeljkovic, then Reimer wouldn’t be the worst option. His
2.66 GAA and .910 save percentage over the last two
seasons are as good as he’s had anywhere in his career,
and he’s served as a great second option to Mrazek (and
Nedeljkovic while Mrazek was hurt in 2021).
Reimer would still get his fair share of games, but the power
between Nedeljkovic and Reimer would certainly be different
than the one between Nedeljkovic and Mrazek.
As far as the money, Reimer would maybe come at a slightly
lower price than Mrazek, but probably not by enough for that
to make the huge difference. Reimer’s deal had a cap hit of
$3.4 million in 2021, while Mrazek’s was $3.125. Even if
those flipped, it probably wouldn’t be the difference maker.
Reimer may be a slightly cheaper option, but not enough of a
budget option for that to be the reasoning.
Free Agents or Trades
So of course the other option for the Hurricanes is to bring in
an entirely new goalie, one that wasn’t on the team’s roster
during the 2021 campaign.
A trade is, of course, always an option, and the Canes have
some potential sign-and-trade guys that could be a part of a
deal. There’s a whole world of possibilities there, and the
added wrinkle of the expansion draft could make for some
intrigue.
But the more likely option would be on the free agent market,
where the Canes would have two paths if they aren’t re-
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signing Mrazek or Reimer: either get an upgrade, an unlikely
path, or take a significant downgrade as a money-saving
path.
As for improving, the problem there for the Canes is that
there aren’t too many clear-cut improvements over Mrazek
on the market, and certainly not for a price the Canes would
want to play.
Philipp Grubauer and Tuukka Rask headline the class,
though they likely would be too pricey for the Canes and also
wouldn’t be realistic options to be 1B to Nedeljkovic.
Others like Frederik Andersen, Chris Driedger or Jaroslav
Halak may fall into a similar space as Mrazek, while goalies

like Brian Elliott or even old Cane Curtis McElhinney could
be available as the more typical backup option.
Conclusion
At the end of the day, it feels like finding a way to re-sign
Mrazek for around that $3 million AAV mark may be the bestcase scenario for the Hurricanes.
He’s been around the team, and the tandem of him and
Nedeljkovic could be perfect for what Carolina needs.
Moving completely away from a strong 1B with Nedeljkovic
not even having a full NHL season under his belt would be
risky, and Mrazek makes a whole lot of sense.

TODAY’S LINKS
https://nsjonline.com/article/2021/07/hectic-july-should-put-hurricanes-in-focus/
https://www.espn.com/nhl/insider/story/_/id/31816355/nhl-expansion-draft-2021-which-players-team-protect-seattle-kraken
https://www.sportsnet.ca/nhl/article/qa-canucks-jim-benning-expansion-draft-busy-off-season/
https://www.canescountry.com/2021/7/14/22577238/carolina-hurricanes-dylan-wells-edmonton-oilers-expansion-draft
https://www.canescountry.com/2021/7/14/22576592/exploring-carolinas-options-for-the-second-goalie
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The Athletic / What are each NHL team’s biggest needs in the 2021
Draft?

By Corey Pronman
Jul 14, 2021

Please read this intro before immediately scrolling to your favorite team’s
section. I’m going to go over the biggest need for every NHL organization
going into the 2021 NHL Draft. So what do I mean by “biggest need?”
This is meant to be a long-term perspective, in particular looking at the
team’s farm system, and their core young players on the roster around
age 23 or younger.
What do I not mean? I do not mean the current roster, and what specific
need they must fill for the 2021-22 season.
Anaheim: Defensemen

The Hurricanes have had 14 top-two round picks since 2016 and used
two on defensemen. The result is a pipeline full of talented forwards but
not as many blueliners (especially since they didn’t sign one of those
defensemen in Luke Martin).
Chicago: Wingers
It’s not often where I say a system has depth at center, defense and goal
but the Blackhawks’ pipeline has those boxes checked reasonably well. I
could argue goaltender here as I like Drew Commesso but it’s not clear
he’s the goalie of the future. They just used a first-round pick on a winger
in Lukas Reichel, but after him, there’s no obvious other guy coming on
the flanks.
Colorado: Forwards
The Avalanche had nine top-two round picks since 2016 and used five on
defensemen, giving them one of the best young groups of blueliners to
go with Samuel Girard, whom they acquired through trade. The system
can use more skill up front now.
Columbus: Defensemen
The last time the Blue Jackets used a top-two round pick on a
defenseman was Andrew Peeke in 2016. While their pipeline is thin
overall they do have a few legit talents at forward.

It was hard to pick one for the Ducks, a team that’s had a lot of high picks
in recent years and I feel have made good use of them. I say this with the
note that I adore Jamie Drysdale as a player and think Jackson
LaCombe is good too, but between forwards and defense in their system
they could use a few more quality blue line prospects.

Dallas: Wingers

Arizona: Defensemen

Detroit: Goaltender

Victor Soderstrom, the Coyotes’ 2019 first-round pick (selected No. 11),
is a very good prospect. But after they traded Kevin Bahl and PierreOlivier Joseph, there isn’t an obvious other defenseman in the system
who projects into the NHL. There is more depth at forward.

The Red Wings have had a lot of draft picks the last few years so there
aren’t a ton of real needs. I was tempted to go with center given the lack
of a true top-flight option, but they have a lot more at center than they do
in goal. I personally wouldn’t solve that issue with the No. 6 pick in this
upcoming draft but I don’t think it would be unreasonable to do so either.

Buffalo: Goaltender
The Sabres have had a lot of high picks, so there is premium young
talent in the organization with some real quality names at forward and
defense. I think Ukko-Pekko Luukkonen and Erik Portillo have a
reasonable chance to play, but neither are true top-tier prospects so this
would be the one area I’d highlight where they need more talent with the
caveat that it’s not a glaring hole.
Boston: Skilled forwards
The Bruins have some solid young forwards coming in John Beecher,
Trent Frederic and Jakub Lauko, but I wouldn’t describe them as true
high-end skill and playmaking types, even if I think they will play in the
NHL.
Calgary: Goaltender
I debated between center and goaltender for the Flames as they just
used a first-round pick on a center I like a lot in Connor Zary. Dustin Wolf
is a good young goalie, but you won’t find many NHL scouts who say
he’s a no-doubter due to his size at six-feet, 157 pounds. The Flames
have been burned in recent years investing significant picks in
goaltenders (Jon Gillies, Tyler Parsons, Mason McDonald) so I can see
an urge to add more scoring to a thin pipeline.
Carolina: Defensemen

The Stars have gotten a lot of talent at center, defense and goal in the
last few drafts. This has put their org in the rare situation where they are
thinnest on the wing, especially with Riley Tufte’s development not going
as planned.

Edmonton: Center or Goaltender
I couldn’t pick just one here for the Oilers. It would depend if you see
Dylan Holloway as an NHL center or winger to go with a projected
bottom-six center type in Ryan McLeod. They have some fine goalies in
the pipeline but there is a lack of a clear “goalie of the future” type.
Florida: Defensemen
The Panthers have some fine defense prospects in John Ludvig and
Vladislav Kolyachonok, but almost all of their top prospects are forwards
or goaltenders with a lack of a true top talent on defense in the system.
Los Angeles: Defensemen
The Kings have had a lot of draft picks in recent years and they have
some good, if not some very good, young defensemen in their system.
What they are really missing, though, is the premium defense talent that
you can project high in the lineup.
Minnesota: Goaltender
I was tempted to write defensemen for the Wild but a lot of their young
defenders like Calen Addison and Daemon Hunt took strong steps this
season whereas their only high goalie pick, Hunter Jones, didn’t have his
best season. There is a lack of a clear goalie of the future in the system
at the moment.
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Montreal: Wingers
The Canadiens have had a lot of draft capital in recent years and have
done a lot of work acquiring good, young centers and defensemen for
their system. Cole Caufield is obviously a great player on the wing, but
after him, while there are some nice prospects, there aren’t obvious
candidates who jump out at you in the system on the wing like at center
or defense.
Nashville: Defensemen
It may seem strange to say about the team that was known for so long
for churning out good young defensemen, but the Predators haven’t used
a top-two round pick on a D since 2016.
New Jersey: Goaltender
The Devils have gone all-in on the future in recent years getting, a ton of
quality young players at all positions. While I have time for Nico Daws,
the goalie they picked in the third round last fall, if I had to pick one
position their system lacks quality depth it would be at the goalie spot.

centers in the system. Most scouts feel Nick Abruzzese projects as a
wing in the NHL.
Vancouver: Center
I wouldn’t call this a glaring need, given Elias Pettersson and Bo Horvat
seem entrenched as top-two line guys for a while for the Canucks, but
there is no clear-need candidate after them to play in the NHL one day
currently in the system.
Vegas: Defensemen
The Golden Knights have only had a few drafts but the bulk of their top
prospects currently are at forward, even if they do have some good
young defensemen like Nicolas Hague and Lukas Cormier.
Comparatively, though, they could use some more premium talent on
defense.
Washington: Forwards/wingers

The Islanders need a lot of things in their pipeline, but the lack of “centers
of the future” is quite glaring.

The Capitals have invested their last two first-round picks on very good
centers in Connor McMichael and Hendrix Lapierre and before then
invested in goalies/defense. They don’t have one clear, pressing need,
but in general the pipeline is thin. There isn’t a clear talent they have on
the wing, but they could also just use more depth in general up front in
terms of scoring talent.

New York Rangers: Center

Winnipeg: Goaltender

The Rangers have gotten a lot of premium picks and prospects in recent
years but they could still use a little more quality up the middle. Filip
Chytil is a very good player but Lias Andersson not working out certainly
hurt their depth at that position.

The Jets have good, young depth at defense and center but their last
top-three round pick in net was Eric Comrie in 2013. That’s currently the
position in their farm where there is no clear answer about who is the
next big name up for the Jets.

New York Islanders: Center

Ottawa: Goaltender
The Senators have invested a lot in the draft in recent years so there
aren’t a lot of clear needs. Depending on what position Tim Stützle ends
up at, be it wing or center, could alter that perception for me if one of
those positions could be bulked up. They have good goalies in the
system, and Mads Sogaard might be the goalie of the future, but I would
argue there is a lack of a clear “this is the guy” candidate.
Philadelphia: Defensemen
The Flyers have had a lot of picks recently so there’s not a clear, glaring
need but between center and defense, I would argue they could use a
little more quality depth on D. My position could change if Nolan Patrick
is not in the long-term plans.
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Pittsburgh: Center
The last top-three round pick center drafted by the Penguins still in their
organization is Teddy Blueger from 2012 — after they traded Filip
Hallander. You could argue defense here, too, but acquiring PierreOlivier Joseph at least gives them one quality name.
St. Louis: Defensemen
The Blues’ system isn’t that deep, but other than Scott Perunovich there
isn’t a ton on the blue line.
San Jose: Goaltender
The Sharks haven’t used a top-three round pick on a goalie since 2015
and before that pick of Mike Robinson, they hadn’t picked one since
2007. Their system isn’t overflowing with skater talent, but it has good
depth at skater and very little in net.
Seattle: Players
Tampa Bay: Center
The Lightning haven’t had many draft picks in recent years that they’ve
made or kept afterward, so the system has a lot of needs. I could have
gone with defense here, but Cal Foote at least played games this season
with Tampa. I like Jack Finley but they could still use a lot more at center.
Toronto: Center
The Maple Leafs used their draft capital in the last few years on
defensemen and wingers. I like Roni Hirvonen a lot, who they got late in
the second round last fall, but other than him there are no clear other

The 2020-21 season is over and the focus now shifts to next season as
every team enters offseason mode with the hopes of unseating Tampa
Bay, the back-to-back Stanley Cup champions. Championship rosters
aren’t normally built via free agency, but it’ll be the first stop for most
teams in the name of bolstering their lineup.
More often than not, free agency acquisitions don’t pan out, sometimes
disastrously so. Last year I found that teams don’t get what they pay for
roughly 80 percent of the time. That makes it difficult to get excited about
the annual frenzy, even if it’s really the only avenue for a team to add to
their roster without subtracting something else of value.
Mistakes will be made, but if last season’s frenzy was any indication, the
flat cap environment should minimize the effect considerably. There were
fewer toxic long-term deals signed; UFAs had to settle for a lot less than
they bargained for and something much closer to their actual worth.
As usual, I’ll be gauging how much value each player is projected to offer
using Game Score Value Added, as it’s not enough to simply look at their
current value. What they will do matters a lot more than what they’ve
already done, especially for older players.
Figuring out what a player will do is tough since it generally is a
combination of what they have already done and how old they are. Age
applies to every player differently and to account for that this year I’ve
made some modifications to the typical age curve used. In last year’s
free agency post, I showed some top comparables for each player to add
context to aging. This year that’s become a part of the process. Using
similarity scores, I found the top 25 (a mostly arbitrary number as any
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higher didn’t make much of a difference) comps for each player (if
possible) based on age, size and statistical profile and looked at how
those specific players aged. The error bars in the projection chart now
reflect a range of possible outcomes from those comps, from the 10th
percentile to the 90th percentile — relative to the player’s value.
All of that should help better project future value, but this is obviously an
inexact science made up of educated guesses. When it comes to
spending millions of dollars to help your team, that can make a big
difference.
Here are the NHL’s top 50 unrestricted free agents this offseason.
All contract projections are via Evolving Hockey based on a salary cap of
$81.5 million. Contract value according to GSVA is based on a stagnant
cap for two years followed by 3 percent inflation year over year.
Franchise Players
1. Dougie Hamilton
Projected contract: $8.2 million x 5.8 years
Dougie Hamilton is a unicorn and the prize of this year’s crop of free
agents. There is no other player projected to deliver as much value
relative to their position as Hamilton that’s available. At 3.2 wins, only two
other defenders have a higher projected value for next season.
The start of this article outlined that player trajectories would be adjusted
based on comps, players of the same age (give or take one year) with
similar statistical profiles. That does not apply to Hamilton, who has
exactly one above average comp: Brent Burns in 2014-15 with a
similarity score of 9 percent. The two are similarly sized, but Burns
scores more and creates more chances for himself while Hamilton drives
play at both ends of the ice at a much stronger rate.
They aren’t exactly alike, but the closeness is helpful in figuring out what
to expect from Hamilton. Burns was a year older at the time and put in
four very strong years afterward, three of which culminated in being a
Norris Trophy finalist and one with a Norris win. Worries regarding a
decline shouldn’t be high.
The question comes down to what Hamilton is actually worth and that’s a
bit dicier. Analytics in the public realm see Hamilton as one of the game’s
premier defencemen, top five at his position. He’s been right there by
Norris voting in each of the past two seasons, but I’m not sure if that’s a
consensus opinion held by those inside the game. Hamilton’s projected
salary is right around $8 million and is likely to come under Alex
Pietrangelo’s mega-deal from last offseason despite being two years
younger at the time and a statistically better player.
Hamilton is beginning to entrench his standing as a dominant force, but
there’s still some contention around his value. Whenever he’s on the ice,
great things happen. He’s an offensive force that can score better than
almost any other defenceman and is a strong puck-mover on top of that.
No defender drives offence better than Hamilton and no matter how
goofy he looks doing it, the numbers are becoming way too hard to
dispute. His defence has come a long way in each of the past two
seasons as well. That’s generally against tough competition too, though
he has a lot of help from teammates to drive down the difficulty.
At $8 million per season, Hamilton looks like a slam dunk at any term
length if he can keep up his elite level value. An $8 million defender only
needs to be worth around 1.9 wins. Hamilton is projected to be 1.3 wins
above that, giving him a rather high degree of certainty to outperform his
deal. On a seven-year deal, the model gives Hamilton an 86 percent
chance of living up to the money. It’s hard to be certain without any
reasonable comps, but Hamilton’s current value is so high that it would
be difficult to see it come crashing down for a monster deal to not be
worthwhile. He’s legit and more teams should be lining up to sign a
legitimate difference-maker.
Top End Talent
2. Gabriel Landeskog
Projected contract: $8.6 million x 5.4 years
It’s hard to imagine what Colorado looks like without Landeskog, who has
been captain since he was 19. It’s even harder to picture what

Landeskog looks like away from Colorado. Is he worth a big-money deal
as The Guy or is he a product of his surroundings playing on a line with
two other superstars? That’s always the toughest question to answer
when it comes to player value and teams better be damn sure if
Landeskog is likely to command a salary between $8 and $9 million.
Over five years, that kind of deal is one the model believes a team can
win as he should be elite for two of those years and a top line talent for
all of it.
Landeskog has plenty of intangibles and that shows up in his on-ice
numbers, especially on defence. He was the defensive conscience of the
first line, a player who is very effective at getting to the dirty areas. He
may not be a 75-point player on any team, but the potential is there with
the right fit. And he’s the type of player who seems like he can fit
anywhere.
Landeskog’s top comps aren’t super strong, topping out at 28 percent,
but some of the names are intriguing: guys who were elite play-drivers
that helped power talented lines. Patrick Sharp in Chicago being his best
comp feels incredibly apt, but others like Johan Franzen, James Neal
and Justin Williams fit well, too. They’re players that travel in straight
lines and mean business when they get there. Nothing fancy, just getting
the job done. A lot of them aged very well and there is an incredibly
limited chance that Landeskog isn’t an NHL-calibre player in five years
time.
As far as UFAs go, he’s a pretty safe bet and a good target for a team
looking for a top line left winger that can go to the dirty areas and play a
200-foot game. Those don’t grow on trees.
3. Alex Ovechkin
Projected contract: $7.1 million x 3.1 years
Like Hamilton, Ovechkin also doesn’t have many comps, which shouldn’t
be surprising for someone who scores as much as he does at his age.
Ovechkin’s best comp is Jarome Iginla at age 34, with a similarity score
of 20 percent. Only Iginla’s age-35 season and Alex Kovalev at 36
register above 5 percent. That means just the standard age curve for
Ovechkin, which predicts six more seasons of hockey; Iginla played five
more.
Ovechkin’s time is coming to an end and paying him for what he will do
rather than what he’s done will become trickier. He’s been an elite player
for his entire career, but that time is coming to an end as he’s projected
for just 2.4 wins next season, a slight drop from the 2.7 win pace he was
on in 2021. That makes him a run-of-the-mill top-liner and it only goes
lower from there.
Ovechkin can still score better than almost anyone else in the league, but
his struggles on defence are continuously becoming more and more
difficult to ignore. It’s the reason his value is a bit lower than expected
and why his projected contract comes in at just $7 million. On a threeyear term, the model thinks $7.6 million is a bit more fair, but even that
feels lower than what he likely receives. Ovechkin has earned that right
after an illustrious career, but if the team signing him is hoping he’s still a
50-goal player, their money likely won’t be spent wisely. (For the record, I
love Ovechkin and hope he continues scoring 50 until he’s 45, it’s just
statistically unlikely.)
4. Zach Hyman
Projected contract: $5.8 million x 4.5 years
One of the most intriguing names by far in this year’s free agent class is
Hyman as some of the numbers being thrown out around him seem
preposterous. A gritty, 29-year-old who has suddenly blossomed into a
top-six talent out of nowhere through sheer hard work and
determination? Shades of David Clarkson.
As it turns out, the model doesn’t believe the numbers lobbied toward
Hyman are all that out of the ordinary. Actually, it believes it’s not enough
— not for the next four seasons anyway. While the model recognizes
Toronto’s stars as the ones that stir the drink, it gives plenty of credit to
Hyman for being the one doing the dirty work in the top six. There’s a
reason the team’s top players all want to play with Hyman and it shows
up in the numbers. His on-ice results at five-on-five are very strong.
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If that were it, Hyman wouldn’t be worth a ludicrous deal, but he can
produce and bury those high danger chances he’s given/created. In
2019-2, he scored at a 34-goal, 59-point pace and followed that up with
a 29-goal, 63-point pace one year later. That’s while getting minimal
power play time and over the last two seasons he’s scored 1.96 points
per 60 at five-on-five, which ranks 91st among forwards. That’s
borderline top line production and his play-driving ability takes care of the
rest of the value. He was unsurprisingly one of Toronto’s best
forecheckers last season but developed some decent puck skills in zone
and in transition. The days of having stone hands are gone.

Goalies are always fickle so it’s hard to judge what Grubauer will be next
season, but the model is very fond of him at the moment, believing him to
be worth roughly two wins per 50 starts. That’s pretty good as far as
starters go and he will be hard for Colorado to replace. There is some
uncertainty to his value though and that makes figuring out the cost of his
value tricky. That’s especially true for a team that not only would like to
bring back Landeskog, but also needs to leave enough room for Cale
Makar’s next deal.

A four-year deal is the sweet spot for Hyman, but based on his comps
there doesn’t seem to be much of a bust risk. Many of Hyman’s comps
are rich-man versions of him with Sharp, Marian Hossa and Patrick
Marleau all at the top of the list. He’s not that good, but Alex Burrows,
Patric Hornqvist, Chris Kunitz also come to mind and it’s that kind of elite
support role that Hyman can fill. They make life easier for star players.

Projected contract: $5.1 million x 2.8 years

Hyman won’t come cheap, but if he can continue to play his game and be
the top six grinder that stars love to play with, then there’s a good chance
that he can live up to his next deal. As silly as it will look when he signs it.
He’s not just a product of his teammates.
5. Taylor Hall
Projected contract: $6.5 million x 4.5 years
If you told me a year ago that I would have Hyman ranked above Hall I
would’ve found it unfathomable, but the year since has been a roller
coaster for both players. After struggling the year prior it didn’t seem like
things could get much worse for Hall. It did. Welcome to Buffalo, Taylor,
not sure what you expected.
Hall’s Buffalo tenure was a mess and looked like it might be enough to
sewer all future value, but he was able to recoup a lot of good standing
with the Bruins. In 16 games, he scored eight goals and 14 points, much
closer to his usual production, and was absolutely dominant at five-onfive. Hall’s ability to rush the puck up ice with control and create high
danger chances was unchanged in Buffalo, the results just weren’t there
due to bad luck and bad teammates. That changed in Boston and he
earned a terrific 71 percent expected goals rate while also outscoring
other teams 15-1.
Hall was excellent on Boston’s second line and that likely spells out his
best role as a strong complementary piece. He’s probably not The Guy
anymore, but with the right fit, he still has the talent to deliver elite results.
At five-on-five, he still drives play at a very high level.
The model isn’t particularly fond of his recent trajectory and doesn’t
believe he’s likely to deliver star-powered performances based on his top
comps. But that includes data from Buffalo which I don’t think should be
held against him. I still believe in Hall and it wouldn’t surprise me at all to
see him outperform his projected value next season. He’s still a top line
calibre player, but it is clear that’s not agnostic of fit. The right team is key
and his age (and injury history) isn’t something to ignore either.
6. Philipp Grubauer
With Landeskog also a UFA, Colorado has some tough choices coming
up this summer considering its starting goalie is also a free agent.
Grubauer is arguably the best goalie available and should be able to
fetch a sizeable pay raise as such. He’s coming off his best season in
Colorado, one that’s entrenched him as a legitimate starter.
Not once in Grubauer’s seven-year career has his save percentage been
below average and he was particularly strong in Washington. That’s why
Colorado acquired him, but his first two seasons weren’t so rosy when
you dig deeper. Grubauer put up a .917 and a .916, both were below
average relative to what was expected of him given the shot quality.
That’s not what the Avalanche expected considering he saved 29 goals
above expected in his final two years in Washington. He allowed three in
his first two.
Grubauer’s most recent season was a return to form in that regard. He
put up a .923, saved 14.5 goals above average, but more importantly
saved 4.5 above expected. Grubauer’s real value is likely somewhere
between his high above average rate and lower above expected rate (in
Washington it was the opposite problem), but regardless this was still his
strongest season.

7. David Krejci

Krejci is known best for his playmaking ability, leading Boston in shot
assists per 60 last season en route to earning 1.22 primary assists per 60
at five-on-five last season. That was tops for Boston and 11th in the
league, which helped him put up 44 points in 51 games. It was a nice
return to form for the 35-year-old who finished the season playing at a
three-win pace.
Even more impressive was Krejci’s defensive game which was among
the best in the entire league. Obviously all the accolades go to teammate
Patrice Bergeron, but Krejci’s contributions last year were pretty
exceptional in their own right. Only two forwards allowed fewer expected
goals against per 60 than Krejci’s 1.57 and only one allowed fewer goals
against per 60 than Krejci’s 0.99. He was a defensive ace, putting up
some of the best numbers of his career relative to teammates.
It’s tough to know whether Krejci can repeat that next season, but it
would be a nice way for him to keep his career going: a playmaking
dynamo turned defensive stalwart. It’s all downhill based on his comps as
most of Krejci’s best cohorts only lasted two more seasons at best and
many fell off dramatically almost immediately.
Keeping term short will be key here with a third year potentially being
poisonous. Over the next few seasons though Krejci should be well worth
a pretty high price tag despite his age as he still projects to bring top line
value for the upcoming season. Considering it’s likely Boston or nothing,
a hometown discount feels likely.
8. Tuukka Rask
No goalie has a higher pedigree than Rask, though he’s made it clear it’s
Boston or nothing next season. That means it’s up to the team on
whether they want to go with Rask for another season or usher in a new
era with some high profile prospects.
Rask has been a mixed bag over the last few seasons and though his
save percentage is always above average, he’s obviously benefitted from
playing in front of a staunch blue line. Last year’s defence corps was
thinner than usual, but the system remained which made things a bit
easier, clouding his .913 save percentage. Rask saved 3.3 goals above
average, but allowed 0.6 above expected — the second time over the
last three seasons he’s been in the negatives.
Rask is still rated highly due to a strong 2019-20 season and is projected
to be worth roughly two wins per 50 starts. His age makes any projection
a little murky however as there’s plenty of room for sudden decline at any
moment. Offseason surgery on a torn labrum only makes matters worse.
At the end of the day, though, Rask is still a safer bet than most between
the pipes. When healthy he should provide starter-quality goaltending.
Strong Support Players
9. Phillip Danault
Projected contract: $5.8 million x 4.4 years
Danault made a big name for himself in the playoffs, shutting down top
lines in the first three rounds so ferociously that Jon Cooper actively kept
his top line away from that matchup in the final. He’s never been a Selke
Trophy finalist, but Danault is always in the conversation and these
playoffs were his coming out party towards showing his defensive
dominance.
What’s interesting is how much his reputation in that regard has shifted,
especially amongst some Canadiens fans where he was beginning to fall
out of favour. Ideally, he’s not a team’s top line center, but he’s perfect as
a shutdown center in the middle six and has shown that while playing on
one of the best even strength lines in hockey. Danault is an elite play-
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driver, the best available in free agency. If the goal is to improve a team’s
scoring chance differential, he’s the guy, even if he doesn’t generate
much personal offence himself. Despite his low point totals, he delivers
incredible results at both ends of the ice, culminating in a 60 percent goal
share in each of the last two seasons and an expected goals share that’s
close.
The one issue with Danault is that his comps didn’t age particularly well.
He’s in the archetype of players with good underlying numbers, but lower
than expected production and while that’s worth paying for now, it may
not be the case in three or four years. Term is the big question here, as is
how Danault will perform away from Brendan Gallagher, the true
heartbeat of that top line. Danault is a greatly underrated player now, but
it already looks like he peaked in 2019-20 and there’s more downside
than people are giving him credit for. A three-year deal at $4.5 million
feels like the sweet spot for him.
10. Blake Coleman
Projected contract: $4.7 million x 4.2 years

Minnesota buying out Ryan Suter and Zach Parise was a shock to the
hockey world, especially the Suter buyout as he still very likely has game
left in him. He’s projected to be worth 1.4 wins and still provide top pair
value in the coming season, immediately becoming one of the best
defencemen on the market.
At his age, there is significant risk that at any moment his play can fall off
a cliff. It can happen suddenly, dramatically and without warning. The big
blue candle for this year leaves a lot of room for downside which leads to
the much lower projection for next season. Suter looks like he can still
play for at least the next season or two, maybe three. The issue was that
it was no longer at a $7.5 million level. It is funny, though, that even
Suter’s projected contract is still very high and carries a three-year term.
He may not get that much, but he won’t (and shouldn’t) come cheap as
you may expect.
Suter earned a 54 percent expected goals rate last season with a 54
percent actual goals rate to match. He’s been elite in the former regard in
nearly every season as a member of the Wild, almost always being
above average relative to teammates.

Like any analytics zealot, I am a big Coleman fan, but it’s clear that it
doesn’t take numbers to appreciate his game anymore. Ever since he’s
landed in Tampa Bay and was thrust onto a larger stage come playoff
time, his support around the league has only grown. Coleman is the
perfect example of where the eye test and analytics meet in beautiful
harmony, where his hard work and tenacity perfectly show up in the
numbers. He drives play well at both ends of the ice and has a nose for
the net.

The one big question with Suter is how much of his value is a product of
playing with Jared Spurgeon, one of the league’s best defencemen.
Micah McCurdy had a really interesting tweet post buyout on the subject
with the defensive heat map being particularly illuminating.

That’s why it gives me no pleasure to report that Coleman is a prime
target to be overpaid this summer. That always happens for playoff hero
types, especially gritty ones, and while Coleman deserves a nice raise for
his play over the last few seasons, keeping it up will be difficult as he
ages. Coleman should be borderline top-six calibre for the next couple
years (which makes him a third line luxury as he was in Tampa Bay), but
after that is where the downside starts to increase. Though most of his
comps don’t play with his edge, they still show a drop-off coming that
suits what should be expected based on his play style.

13. Petr Mrazek

There are players who aged more gracefully and Coleman being a late
bloomer makes me optimistic he can be an effective player for more
years than projected here. There is a fair bit of upside in the error over
the next four years and Coleman’s ability to fit anywhere with any player
in any role means he has a good chance to reach that upside. To be
worth $4.5 million, Coleman needs to be a one-win player which is right
in between second and third line calibre. If he ages better than expected,
I think he can live up to his projected deal.
11. Jaden Schwartz
Projected contract: $4.8 million x 3.3 years
Schwartz was once one of the premier left wingers in hockey. He flirted
with point-per-game hockey but his production has dropped off. His
2018-19 campaign was poor luck which was confirmed by a bounce-back
the following season, but his 2020-21 season doesn’t leave a lot of room
for optimism. Schwartz scored just 21 points in 40 games, his lowest
point pace since his rookie season.
The model still expects Schwartz to be a 50-point player, but he’s no
longer considered to be a top line forward with a projection of 1.4 wins.
Based on his comps, there isn’t much upside to get back to that level
either. What Schwartz is now is a defensively sound second-liner, one
who still has strong playmaking instincts. He was second on St. Louis in
high danger pass rate. There’s plenty of value in that and he can be a
really nice piece to a team’s top six when healthy (there are some injury
concerns).
Schwartz is a smart player and doesn’t have a high bust rate until Year 6,
so term isn’t a huge concern, but there is a risk in how effective he’ll be in
his 30s. Many of his comps saw a significant drop after three years
where Schwartz’s most likely fate is a third-liner. A two-year deal is
safest, but three or four could work at the right price.
12. Ryan Suter
Projected contract: $5.3 million x 3.1 years

It’s certainly a possibility and it would mean fit and role would be crucial
to identify for Suter’s suitors. On a second pair with a strong puck-mover
feels best.

It was only a few years ago where Mrazek looked like a flash in the pan
for Detroit, already washed after a hot start to his career. From 2016 to
2018, he looked like one of the league’s worst goalies, but he’s since
become a formidable platoon goalie. I’m not sure he can be a full-time
starter, but over the last three seasons in Carolina, he’s put up some
strong numbers in split starts.
In his first season with Carolina, Mrazek saved 4.5 goals above expected
in 40 games and followed that up with 2.9 in 40 starts the following
season. That’s strong consistency and he was even better this season.
Though Mrazek only played 12 games, he saved 10 goals above
expected in that time frame, one of the best numbers in the league. Call it
a hot streak if you want, but he was still legit when he did play and it gave
him three straight seasons providing above average value. Over that
stretch, Mrazek has a modest .911, but with shot quality considered he’s
saved 17.3 goals above expected over the last three seasons. That’s the
fourth best mark in the league.
Mrazek has only saved 3.6 above average though and that difference
warrants some pause considering the strength of Carolina’s defence. The
true answer is likely somewhere in the middle which would still make him
a pretty capable 1A goalie.
14. Chris Driedger
There’s only one concern here and it’s sample size. Driedger has played
just 35 games in his NHL career over the past two seasons, but in that
time frame, he has a .931 save percentage, which is tops in the league.
Driedger has saved 14.4 goals above expected, which ranks second to
only Connor Hellebuyck. He’s been excellent.
But “been excellent” and “will be excellent” are two wildly different
concepts. While the former generally informs the latter for skaters, that’s
not so much the case for goalies — especially ones who have only
played 35 games. It doesn’t take too much to remember Scott Darling’s
elite numbers and how they held no bearing whatsoever in his future
numbers once he switched teams to increase his role. I’m not saying the
same thing will happen to Driedger, but that caution should be exercised
here.
The model believes him to be the top goalie available based purely on
his regressed output, but the three guys listed above feel a bit safer.
However, Driedger will likely come cheaper than Grubauer, Rask and
Mrazek and that’s worth a lot in a flat cap environment. If his 35 games of
experience are in fact real, he has potential to be a massive bargain.
15. Alec Martinez
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Projected contract: $5.4 million x 3.8 years
When Vegas acquired Martinez, the model was not a fan at all. It is not
infallible and that’s always an important thing to remember with these
posts. Things can change quickly, especially when a player changes his
environment. Martinez is now projected to be worth 1.4 wins as a result
of his newfound ability to drive play offensively. In Vegas he became very
involved in the offence, scoring 40 points in his 63 games wit the Golden
Knights. That was with minimal power play time.
Playing with Shea Theodore helps a lot when it comes to driving offence
and given his career looked very much on the downswing before his
arrival in Vegas it does feel like fit is going to be crucially important. That
and term as Martinez is a surprising 33 and likely doesn’t have many
years left. Anything above three years should be a non-starter.

due to his size and irregular statistical profile, but a Marc Methot-like
career path wouldn’t be the worst outcome.
18. Jake McCabe
Projected contract: $1.7 million x 1.8 years
Simply put, any defenceman who can post a 62 percent expected goals
rate and 55 percent actual goals rate over any stretch of time while
mostly playing with Rasmus Ristolainen is a wizard. It may have only
been over 13 games, but McCabe still deserves heaps of credit for that
as I don’t believe anyone else has ever accomplished that over 13
games before.

Martinez’s projected contract tops out above $5 million, according to
Evolving Hockey, and that’s a lot of change to fork over to an aging
defenceman who just spent a lot of time with a star on a sheltered pair.
There aren’t a lot of perfect situations like that for Martinez to go to and
the fact his projected defensive rating is so low does give some pause. If
Martinez can keep up his play with Vegas elsewhere he would be a
strong add for any team’s top four, but that does look like a big if.

McCabe’s season was cut short by injury (which likely affects his
projected contract), but in that short time, he was very impressive in
difficult minutes. He doesn’t bring much offensively, but he can be a very
solid second pairing guy over the next few seasons based solely on his
defensive acumen. He suppresses chances to an elite degree and has
been a positive asset in that regard in each of the last three seasons.
He’s really underrated and took a solid step last season. At 27, he’s still
young and has potential to be a solid shutdown type, similar to a few of
his comps like Anton Volchenkov, Zbynek Michalek or Andy Greene.

16. Tomas Tatar

19. Ryan Murray

Projected contract: $5.3 million x 3.6 years

Projected contract: $3.6 million x 3.2 years

Tatar may be the most contentious free agent of the year given his
numbers and the standing with which he’s leaving Montreal. Despite
being one-third of one of the best lines in hockey, Tatar was a healthy
scratch for the majority of the playoffs and that slight is likely still fresh in
many people’s minds. A player with Tatar’s numbers would normally be
worthy enough to command $5 million per, but it feels very unlikely that
will happen this offseason. His reputation is shot.

Murray played 48 of 56 games last year, a borderline miracle for the oftinjured 2012 No. 2 pick. Much was expected of him after a couple of solid
seasons in Columbus, but he only managed a 0.3-win rate in New
Jersey, which is third pair calibre. Murray earned strong results, but the
process behind it leaves room for skepticism of how much credit he
deserved for it. The model still believes he can be a true top four
defenceman with potential to keep that up for the next three seasons, but
after this year there’s a pretty steep drop in his forecast towards bottom
pairing level. Something similar to Johnny Oduya’s career path feels like
a best case scenario for Murray, but there is some risk now in giving him
term. He has a bit to prove.

The model believes Tatar at that price would be a bargain. He’s a 50point player who was part of one of the best play-driving lines in the
league. He was the strongest at moving the puck up ice on that line and
was arguably the most gifted playmaker too. He’s projected to be a
strong top-six calibre player for each of the next three seasons, though
there is some downside to that given his age. He has similar “top line
support” comps as Landeskog, Hyman and Hall. Though he’s just
obviously not in that tier, he could be a bargain towards delivering that for
another team in need of a top-six left winger.
The problem with Tatar is what happens come playoff time. There’s a
reason he was scratched in Vegas and Montreal despite his talents and
that’s what should give anyone pause when it comes to acquiring him.
Tatar has a 60 percent expected goals rate in each of the last three
regular seasons plus a points per 60 north of two during the regular
season. In his last three playoffs, Tatar’s expected goals rate drops to 53
percent with his point production down to 0.89 points per 60. Over 23
games that may just be bad luck and to his credit his goals rate is also 53
percent in the playoffs. He’s not hurting teams, but the offence does dry
up, which makes signing him a bit of a risk.
17. Jamie Oleksiak
Projected contract: $4.0 million x 4.4 years
The 6-foot-7 defender was drafted 14th in 2011, but it’s taken him a
decade to reach his full potential. Oleksiak is now a true top four
defender, who specializes in suppressing chances against. He’s
projected to be worth one win next season and be a solid top four option
for the next three years, with potential for much more in the following two
seasons. He’s a late bloomer and it wouldn’t be a shock to see him hit his
peak this year or next.
The problem with evaluating all defenders is doling out credit and with
Oleksiak it’s difficult to separate his elevated value coinciding with his
partnership to star defender Miro Heiskanen. Oleksiak’s defensive rating
is in the 98th percentile, but would it be so high playing with someone
else? That’s always the question worth answering, but it does appear as
if defence is indeed one of Oleksiak’s own strong suits. His rating there is
actually higher than Heiskanen’s, it’s on offence where he falters.
Oleksiak isn’t the strongest puck-mover, but as a pure defensive
defender, he adds a ton of value to a top four. He doesn’t many comps

20. Brandon Saad
Projected contract: $4.7 million x 3.7 years
Once an analytics darling, Saad’s game has declined from his previous
heights where he was a bona fide top line forward. These days he’s
closer to a strong middle six asset who can score goals efficiently and
drive offence. Over the last two seasons, Saad has scored at a first line
rate at five-on-five buoyed by elite goal scoring with 1.36 goals per 60.
That’s good for eighth in the league over the time frame and is thanks to
his elite chance creation, earning 0.98 individual expected goals per 60.
That’s also eighth in the league.
Given that, and the fact Saad posted a 57 percent expected goals rate
last season (likely thanks to being so strong in transition), I’m a bit
surprised to see his value so low. His defensive numbers are weak as his
playmaking ability, but the main culprit is ice time. It’s hard to be
projected highly when a player only plays 14 minutes per night and given
Saad’s skill set it’s possible he can deliver more with a boost there.
Saad’s best comp is Craig Smith, a pure shooter who drivers offence; we
saw firsthand last season how perfectly Smith fit with Boston, especially
next to two playmakers once Hall arrived. Saad would likely thrive with a
similar fit and has a fair bit of top-six upside despite the pessimistic
projection. Smith would be a best case scenario and he was viewed to be
better at the time of signing, but Saad has the ability to provide similar
value on the right team. That team just shouldn’t pay top dollar for his
services.
21. Kyle Palmieri
Projected contract: $4.1 million x 3.3 years
Before the playoffs, this potential contract looked like it would be a huge
risk. Palmieri scored 10 goals all season and a fresh start with the
Islanders didn’t look like it helped. He scored just twice in 17 games,
adding only two assists on top of that. But Palmieri definitely redeemed
himself quite a bit with a marvellous postseason where he scored seven
goals in 19 games, looking much closer to the talent he was in the
seasons prior.
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It’s difficult to know what to expect from Palmieri next season as his
career really could go either way over the next three years. He could
plateau here as a solid middle six scorer with some defensive might or
his sharp decline can continue further. Among the comparables, Marco
Sturm and Loui Eriksson both continued to fall off while Radim Vrbata
regained his top line form. Based on his comparable bust rate, anything
above three years is a risk for Palmieri and even before that could be a
mixed bag. It all depends on what a team believes he can be: was the
regular season a sign of things to come or was the playoffs proof he still
has game? It’s a risky question to answer.
22. Tyson Barrie
Projected contract: $6.3 million x 5.0 years
It’s not often the guy who led all defenders in points ends up this low on a
free agency board, but the book seems to be out on Barrie and his
defensive struggles. There’s a reason he’s the first defenseman ever to
lead his position in points and not receive a single Norris Trophy vote. By
GSVA, Barrie was worth 0.9 wins (a 1.3-win pace), which is fairly low for
a player with that many points. That 27 of his 48 points were secondary
assists does him no favours.
Barrie’s projected value above is fairly bloated because it assumes two
things: that he’ll continue being on the best power play in the league and
that he’ll continue to earn 72 percent of available power play time. That
was the fourth highest mark in the league last season among defenders,
something that isn’t a guarantee on a new team. The power play is the
only area where Barrie has real value as his defence makes him a net
negative at even strength, especially in a top four role. His projected
value there is among the lowest in the league, a result of being on for
2.82 expected goals against per 60 this season, the 16th worst mark in
the league.
If utilized properly, Barrie can be an asset much like one of his best
comps Keith Yandle, who has forged a niche as a decent puck-mover in
a sheltered role who can quarterback a power play. Barrie is legitimately
good offensively despite his detractors and has a decent chance of
staying relevant for years as long as he isn’t asked to do too much. The
key is putting him in a role to succeed and most importantly not paying
him too much for too long. Players like Barrie used to cash in on free
agency day as evidenced by the gaudy projected contract courtesy of
Evolving Hockey It feels like front offices know a bit better now.
23. Mike Smith
I have legitimately no idea how to grade Smith or what to expect next
year. Last season we all figured Smith was washed after two bad
seasons in a row. He looked washed and at 38 it looked like an otherwise
strong career had run its course. That the Oilers re-signed him felt like a
joke, one that might cost the team a playoff spot. Flash forward one year
and Smith is coming off a renaissance season, posting a .923 save
percentage while saving 7.8 goals above expected. That was the eighth
best mark in hockey and he deservedly received some Vezina Trophy
votes for his fantastic year. Can he do it again? I have no idea. I wouldn’t
bet on it, but the model (which does not use an age adjustment for
goalies) likes him considering his most recent output was obviously
strong. If there’s any confidence in Smith keeping it up then he’s a strong
add. He’s stubborn enough to not let his career die and might will that
into another strong year. But age comes for all players and asking for
another season like that at 39 is a very tall order. With plenty of rest as a
1B or backup it might be crazy enough to work, but there’s a definite
chance that last year was his last dance before fading into the sunset.
24. Jonathan Bernier
It was shocking to see no one trade for Bernier at the deadline given how
strong he’s been for the Red Wings over the past two seasons. He kept a
historically inept team in more games than they deserved, somehow
being average by goals saved above expected last season in 46 starts
and being 1.8 goals better this year. He’s a perfectly cromulent goalie as
long as he’s not thrust into the spotlight of a starter’s role, but as a
supportive backup he has the talent and ability to push the guy ahead of
him. That kind of competitive drive can bring out the best in a starter and
he can hold his own as a backup to not sink a team when the starter
needs some rest. Bernier has a lot of experience in this league playing
every role which should make him an intriguing asset on the open
market.

25. Paul Stastny
Projected contract: $3.9 million x 2.6 years
His second stint with the Jets didn’t go as prolifically as the first one, but
the 35-year-old center still performed admirably in his role. With a 49.3
percent expected goals rate he was one of the team’s top play-drivers
and had the second highest goals percentage in the top six behind only
linemate Nikolaj Ehlers. Relative to teammates he was an asset and
actually improved from his final year in Vegas. He was modestly
productive at five-on-five on top of that with a 1.5 points per 60, a solid
middle six rate that may have been a bit unlucky given his expected
goals for rate.
Stastny is projected to provide 1.1 wins of value, but there’s rather
significant downside given his age. Many of his comps struggled to live
up to their projection and with Stastny there’s a question of how much he
benefitted from playing with a player like Ehlers. Stastny was a complete
passenger in transition with just 9.9 entries per 60 and only a 40 percent
carry-in rate. The former number was not only the lowest on Winnipeg,
but the third lowest in the league. He’s still a gifted passer in zone and
might work on a short-term deal, ideally on a third line. Anything more
would be asking a lot and I would hesitate to give a second year, let
alone a third.
Useful Depth
26. Zach Parise
Projected contract: $2.2 million x 1.6 years
It wasn’t a shock to see Parise bought out by the Wild, but in the right
situation he may still have some juice. His value has fallen off a cliff over
the last few years, but his numbers look decent enough to warrant
optimism that he can be a strong depth add on the cheap. Parise is
projected to be worth 1.1 wins, though that comes with a lot of downside
given his comps almost all struggled to live up to their projected value.
Borderline top-six value was always going to be a stretch, but it is worth
noting Parise scored 1.62 points per 60 this year at five-on-five while still
having strong play-driving numbers on top of that. He’s had a 54 percent
expected goals rate or close in three straight seasons. Parise can still
play, though it is worth noting he’s a pretty large burden in transition. His
27 percent carry-in rate on zone entries was a team-worst.
27. Antti Raanta
After his first season in the desert, Raanta looked like a future star. He
had a .930 save percentage and saved 24 goals above expected, good
for third in the league that season. He’s been plagued with injuries ever
since, playing 12, 33 and 12 games over the last three seasons with
uneven results. Raanta was strong in 2019-20 with a .921 save
percentage and saving 5.8 goals above expected, but that season is
sandwiched by two rather pedestrian years allowing more goals than
expected. It’s really hard to know what a team will get with Raanta more
than almost any goalie, and health is a big question on top of that. When
healthy, the talent is there and Raanta has the potential to be a solid 1B,
but it’s difficult to have too much faith in him given his most recent
season. He’s 32 now so there’s risk in his age as well.
28. Michael Bunting
Projected contract: $1.4 million x 2.0 years
Whatever Bunting did for 21 games, the model loved it and views him as
a decent middle-six player worthy of being in the tier above. The small
sample obviously gives pause. Bunting scored 10 goals in 21 games, a
ridiculously unsustainable pace given his 26 percent shooting
percentage. He did create a lot of chances though and had a strong AHL
pedigree where he’s lit up the league in each of the past two seasons. He
could be a tweener, but his on-ice numbers are decent and he’s worth a
flier for the scoring touch alone. There’s probably some signal there,
even if he’s very likely to regress.
29. Nick Bonino
Projected contract: $2.9 million x 2.5 years
Bonino is still a dependable third-line centre; he has been right at 54
percent expected goals in each of the past two seasons. His 2.23 points
per 60 at five-on-five over the last two seasons is 50th leaguewide. Age
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is a real concern, though, and 33 is where almost all of his top comps
began to fall off considerably. Over half of his comps only played one
year post-projection. A very short term would be wise here.
30. Alex Goligoski
Projected contract: $4.4 million x 3.1 years

worth $4 million per season, he needs to be worth roughly 0.7 wins per
season, which is average second pair value.
36. Mike Reilly
Projected contract: $4.1 million x 4.0 years

31. Mikael Granlund

Over the last three seasons, Reilly has put up really strong numbers in a
very limited role. That he earned a 51 percent expected goals rate with a
poor Ottawa team was impressive and he was the team’s best puckmover behind Thomas Chabot. Reilly was even better in Boston, earning
a 60 percent expected and actual goals rate with the Bruins. Reilly plays
extremely sheltered minutes and doesn’t have the best comps to suggest
he can suddenly thrive in a bigger role. At the right price, he’s worth a
gamble, especially since he has a very low bust rate over the next seven
years. He can play and can be a legitimate asset in the right role.

Projected contract: $5.5 million x 4.2 years

37. Adam Larsson

It’s very unlikely Granlund gets anything close to $5.5 million, but it’s
worth noting he was Nashville’s most-used forward last year averaging
19:28 per game. That usage is likely why his contract projection is so
high, but scoring only 27 points in 51 games with that much ice time is
not a good sign. Granlund’s best comps suggest three years is the sweet
spot as a majority didn’t play longer, but even his value until then isn’t
great. He’s been in a steep decline over the past few years and that only
looks to continue. The question is whether the last two seasons are his
own decline or a product of being in a Nashville system where forwards
always seem to struggle.

Projected contract: $3.4 million x 3.8 years

Goligoski shockingly still has the goods despite being 35. He was a
positive contributor for Arizona despite playing relatively tough minutes
and projects to be a top-four defender for at least one more season.
Goligoski’s best comp is that he’s a poor man’s Kimmo Timonen in 201011. Timonen still had three more good years left in him and that would
probably be a best-case scenario here.

32. Derek Ryan
Projected contract: $2.9 million x 2.3 years
Ryan is a very strong defensive-minded center. He would be a perfect fit
for any bottom six for his ability to drive play, though there’s a chance for
a drop-off at any time given his age. Ryan has been consistently strong
over the last few seasons, but last year might have been his best. He
played at a 1.1-win pace for Calgary last season thanks to a ridiculous 62
percent expected goals rate driven by elite defensive numbers, both of
which led the Flames. His plus-0.79 expected goal differential relative to
teammates was second in the league and he also scored 1.91 points per
60 at five-on-five. He’s a lot better than he’s given credit for and has
earned a 60 percent goals rate (or close to it) in each of the past three
seasons. His 61 percent over that time frame ranks 14th leaguewide, tied
with Ryan O’Reilly.
33. Casey Cizikas
Projected contract: $2.3 million x 2.7 years
Cizikas has long been the game’s best fourth-line center, a hardworking
forechecker who has the ability to win tough matchups. Cizikas’ on-ice
results dropped this season, though, and that carried over into the
playoffs. Over the past two seasons, he earned 53-55 percent of the
expected goals and 60-61 percent of the actual goals. That dropped to
51 and 47 percent, respectively. At 30, there’s a concern about how
much is left in the tank, but his aging profile based on comps doesn’t look
too bad. After one more drop-off to replacement level, Cizikas should be
able to stay consistently at that level, though three years is about the
time most of his cohorts leave the league.
34. Linus Ullmark
Ullmark has had a very solid save percentage in each of the last two
seasons leading to 10.8 goals saved above average. That’s 19th in the
league. His goals saved above expected is a different story at minus-7.9
which ranks 71st. Buffalo isn’t a team known for its defence, but the
Sabres’ supreme lack of offence might have been a result of trying to
limit shot quality by any means necessary. The large difference between
Ullmark’s GSAA and GSAx makes him very tricky to analyze, but at the
very least he should be a capable backup with starter potential.
35. Brandon Montour
Projected contract: $4.4 million x 3.6 years
I’ve never been high on Montour, but he looked a lot better in Florida. He
had a 60 percent expected goals rate in 12 games with the Panthers. In
the right system and role, Montour has top-four upside and he looks like
he should age admirably through his 30s based on his comps. To be

Legitimately one of the league’s best defensive defenders, but also one
of the worst offensively. Larsson is as one-dimensional as it gets but
could be a good fit next to a strong puck-moving defenceman. Not a
player that should cost a premium so there’s a chance for an overpay,
but is likely underrated by the model. His aging profile is relatively steady,
though, which is a good sign that he should be able to keep contributing
defensively for a few years, as long as you can stomach the lack of
offence. Niklas Hjalmarsson (not listed), carries a similar profile and likely
comes cheaper.
38. Nick Foligno
Projected contract: $3.0 million x 2.3 years
Keeping term short here is key as Foligno can fall off a cliff at any
moment. There are a lot of miles on his body and though he was still a
strong forechecker last season, that skill won’t last forever. The decline
began last season and though he’s still projected to provide defensive
value, it needs to be in a much smaller role. Most of his comps saw a
huge fall-off in value the very next season and half didn’t make it another
year after that.
39. Joel Armia
Projected contract: $3.0 million x 2.9 years
Armia is an intriguing bottom-six get at the right price. He was one of
Montreal’s top forecheckers last season and parlayed that into strong
five-on-five numbers at both ends of the ice. His 55 percent expected
goals rate was behind only the top line and Nick Suzuki last season,
though his minutes were obviously a bit easier. Armia carries third-line
value, but a large majority of his best comps did fall off a bit the following
season. He should be a safe bet over the next three seasons.
40. Barclay Goodrow
Projected contract: $2.9 million x 3.6 years
The third member of Tampa Bay’s vaunted checking line is the most
dispensable according to the model. Both Coleman and Yanni Gourde
carry top-six value, but Goodrow grades out closer to fourth-line calibre.
He’s a great forechecker and can fit incredibly well in the right role, but
there’s a chance he gets overpaid due to a reputation that was built more
by two other players. His aging profile doesn’t look too pretty either with a
major drop-off coming the following season. Goodrow’s grit and heart is
likely an area where the model has a blindspot, but it’s still important not
to overpay for that.
41. Mark Pysyk
Projected contract: $1.5 million x 2.0 years
Pysyk’s value dropped off a bit in recent seasons, but he’s back to being
an analytics darling thanks to a strong season with the Stars. He played
at a 1.3-win pace last year for Dallas as a result of his ability to stifle
actual and expected goals against. His 1.56 expected goals against per
60 allowed was second in the league, leading to a 63 percent expected
goals rate. His 2019-20 season was poor enough for the model to remain
somewhat skeptical, but last season was an encouraging sign, albeit in a
sheltered role.
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42. Alex Edler
Projected contract: $3.4 million x 2.5 years
Edler was worth exactly zero wins last season, but that was on an awful
Canucks team where he was expected to do too much. His lower value
was also primarily a result of bad percentages which may not have been
entirely his fault. He’s still projected to be an OK No. 4 defender, and with
lesser responsibility could still thrive. Age is obviously a concern here,
but a short-term contract with the right fit could work.

passer, but he was one of the lesser play-drivers on the team and I
wouldn’t bet on him repeating 21 percent shooting.
50. Nikita Gusev
Projected contract: $2.3 million x 2.7 years
Gusev was awful with the Devils, but found new life with the Panthers —
a recurring theme for many of their newcomers last season. He scored
1.71 points per 60 at five-on-five and earned a 70 percent expected goals
rate in Florida. In the right role, his talent can shine.

43. Jon Merrill
Projected contract: $2.4 million x 2.5 years
Merrill put up very strong results in sheltered minutes in Vegas and then
had a magnificent year in Detroit, the lone bright spot on the Red Wings
blue line. Detroit allowed 0.4 fewer expected goals against per 60 with
Merrill on the ice relative to teammates, which ranked fifth leaguewide,
tied with Larsson. That did not translate to his time in Montreal where he
had a 40 percent expected goals rate. The right fit is important here, but
Merrill has some decent puck-moving skills that can get him out of
trouble.
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44. Mike Hoffman
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Projected contract: $5.0 million x 3.7 years
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No longer holds much lustre with the book being out on his inability to
play at five-on-five. Last year was his worst yet with a 42 percent
expected goals rate and that led to brutal production. Hoffman scored
just 1.05 points per 60 at five-on-five. That’s fourth-line calibre. He’s still a
major threat with the man advantage thanks to his shot with his 9.7
points per 60 (in 99 minutes) being second to only Nikolaj Ehlers, but is
that strength worth the five-on-five cost? The model projects nearly one
win of value as a result, but maybe only two years of utility before he’s
out of the league. Hoffman’s best comp is Kris Versteeg in 2016-17 who
only played one more season afterward.
45. Ian Cole
Projected contract: $2.2 milion x 2.2 years
Cole was really strong in Colorado in 2019-20, but only passable in
Minnesota. He can be a decent third-pair option as a defensive specialist
at the right price. Beware of his inability to stay out of the box, though.

On Monday morning, we asked all the writers to name one player their
team was going to lose this offseason. It certainly wouldn’t be an issue
waiting until Thursday to publish this story, thought one NHL editor.
On Monday afternoon, Duncan Keith was traded to the Edmonton Oilers.
On Tuesday morning, the Minnesota Wild bought out the contracts of
Zach Parise and Ryan Suter.
On Tuesday afternoon, said NHL editor decided this story was moving up
to Wednesday morning.
Hey, at least we predicted that Keith and Parise were the players leaving
their teams, and our loyal subscribers get to read this one day sooner.
Everyone wins!
Anaheim Ducks: Rickard Rakell

A bit overrated and will probably get overpaid too, but was a solid piece
after he went to Vegas. Finding the right fit is important, but any term
carries some risk as many of his comps didn’t last much longer in the
league.

The flagging Ducks are long overdue for a real shakeup among the
current core. It’s possible that Ryan Getzlaf may retire but I get the sense
he could be back on a one-year deal as long as he and the team carve
out a meaningful role for him in the twilight of his career. Adam Henrique
might be one they would prefer to move but his contract is a big
stumbling block unless the Ducks take back a lot of salary. Hence, Rakell
might be due for a change and so could the Ducks. His contract is very
manageable and does not have a no-trade clause. -Eric Stephens

47. Frederick Gaudreau

Arizona Coyotes: Antti Raanta

Projected contract: $0.9 million x 1.8 years

Well, we know the player they’d like to move on from, captain Oliver
Ekman-Larsson, but that’s a tough one to swing. The oft-injured Raanta
is a UFA and the man the Coyotes hoped would be the goaltender of the
future when they got him from the Rangers will be headed elsewhere. Scott Burnside

46. Mattias Janmark
Projected contract: $3.1 million x 3.2 years

Played just 19 games for the Penguins this season — he spent years
bouncing between Nashville and its AHL affiliate — but was a quiet
revelation in that time. Gaudreau had a 59 percent expected goals rate
and could be a decent bargain addition, but his high scoring rate (2.65
points per 60) is buoyed considerably by a high secondary assist rate.
48. David Savard
Projected contract: $2.8 million x 2.5 years
Savard struggled to find his footing in Tampa Bay but he really came into
his own as the playoffs progressed. Had a 57 percent expected goals
rate in the final two rounds. Could be a sign that he can still be a top-four
option, but there’s risk at his 30 years of age.
49. Alex Wennberg
Projected contract: $4.1 million x 3.6 years
Had 15 goals over his previous 198 games before popping 17 in 56 last
season. He earned more quality chances in Florida, but that may have
been situational from playing with Jonathan Huberdeau. He’s a gifted

Arizona Coyotes: Nick Schmaltz
The temptation is to say Ekman-Larsson, but Arizona is in cost-cutting
mode and not only does Schmaltz carry a big cap number ($5.85 million
AAV), but the contract is heavily backloaded ($7.5 million, $8 million and
$8.5 million) for the final three years. Pricey for his level of production. Eric Duhatschek
Boston Bruins: Jake DeBrusk
If the Bruins re-sign Taylor Hall, they do not have any room for DeBrusk
in their top six. His base salary rises to $4.85 million in 2021-22. A rival
could project DeBrusk to return to top-six form and acquire him at
depressed value. -Fluto Shinzawa
Buffalo Sabres: Jack Eichel
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Take your pick. There’s the herniated disk in Eichel’s neck, which he
wanted to repair through surgery but got denied by team doctors. There’s
the six years of losing with no end in sight. There’s the Sabres’ desire to
go with “guys who want to be in Buffalo,” which throws shade on the
captain. Add them all up and you’ve got a relationship that started with
hope and will end with unfulfilled promises. -John Vogl
Calgary Flames: Louis Domingue
This is a major cop-out by me opting for the backup goalie rather than a
bigger name. I think the Flames would be listening to deals for players
like Sean Monahan, Mikael Backlund or other core pieces as they work
to shake up their group. Even Johnny Gaudreau could be on the move if
they cannot reach a fair contract extension. But those core moves could
go many different ways, which makes the Flames’ moves difficult to
predict. The one thing we know for sure is that the Flames will be in need
of a backup this summer. -Hailey Salvian
Carolina Hurricanes: Jordan Martinook
Well, his dad made a Facebook post saying it was the end of his journey
with the Canes … -Sara Civian
Chicago Blackhawks: Duncan Keith
All signs point to the Blackhawks trading Keith to the Edmonton Oilers. Scott Powers before the trade (Editor’s note: Sweet! Got one right)
It’s becoming increasingly likely that Keith is an Edmonton Oiler next
season as he tries to finish out his career closer to his 8-year-old son.
Keith is still an excellent skater and his dreadful analytics are largely the
product of him playing 24 minutes a game while breaking in rookie
prospects. He’s not the player he was during the 2015 playoffs, but in a
second- or third-pairing role, he can provide value, as well as all the
intangibles the Oilers seem to need. The question is, will the Blackhawks
have to retain salary, and how much leverage do they really have when
Keith has a full no-movement clause. It’s always tough to part ways with
a franchise icon, but this could become a positive for the Blackhawks if it
frees up money to go after Seth Jones or Dougie Hamilton. At the very
least, it’ll free up a roster spot for one of their young defensemen. -Mark
Lazerus, again, before the trade (Editor’s note: No reason why I should
be the only one to read this exquisite analysis.)
Colorado Avalanche: Brandon Saad
The Avalanche are going to be limited with their cap space. Though
they’d love to bring back Saad, he will be tough to sign unless Gabriel
Landeskog walks in free agency. -Peter Baugh
Columbus Blue Jackets: Seth Jones

Florida Panthers: Keith Yandle
Whether it’s via trade (unlikely) or expansion draft (only if he agrees to
waive no-move clause and Panthers chip in assets) or buyout (more
likely) it’s hard to imagine Yandle, 34, returning. He was a healthy
scratch in the playoffs and has two years left at $6.35 million. -Scott
Burnside
Los Angeles Kings: Matt Luff
The Kings will have to make space on their roster for players coming
through their developmental pipeline. -Lisa Dillman
Minnesota Wild: Zach Parise
The Wild have indicated they don’t want to buy out Parise, but they may
have no choice in order to create $5 million of cap space this offseason if
they don’t lose a significant salaried played in the expansion draft or
make a trade. The Wild have less than $16 million of cap space with 15
players signed and Kirill Kaprizov and Kevin Fiala to re-sign, so
something’s gonna have to give. -Michael Russo before Parise and Ryan
Suter were bought out (Editor’s note: We are two-for-two! And I have
receipts … if only he had said Parise AND Suter.)
Montreal Canadiens: Tomas Tatar
After sitting out for almost the entire Canadiens playoff run as a healthy
scratch, Tatar’s departure as a UFA would fall under the category of
“mutually agreed to part ways.” His three seasons in Montreal were
generally excellent and he should have little trouble finding a new team in
free agency. -Arpon Basu
Nashville Predators: Whoever is taken in the Seattle expansion draft
Viktor Arvidsson is already gone, having been traded to the Kings on July
1 for two draft picks. The Predators’ remaining core players, namely Matt
Duchene and Ryan Johansen, are going to be difficult to move. Calle
Jarnkrok, 29, is the ideal expansion-draft pick. The veteran forward is
reliable, versatile and, most importantly, under contract for one more
season at $2 million. -Adam Vingan
New Jersey Devils: Ryan Murray
The less specific but more correct answer might be “one or two of the
team’s non-essential prospects in a trade” but Murray is the best
unrestricted free agent still with the club after the Devils traded or waived
Kyle Palmieri, Nikita Gusev and Sami Vatanen. -Corey Masisak
New York Islanders: Jordan Eberle

He has told the Blue Jackets that he won’t be signing a contract
extension with them this summer, and he’s poised to be a free agent
after next season. -Aaron Portzline

GM Lou Lamoriello can’t keep his three restricted free agents (Anthony
Beauvillier, Adam Pelech and Ilya Sorokin) without letting an established,
high-cap player go. Eberle may have some value to other teams and
could be replaced by Oliver Wahlstrom or, if there’s some more juggling,
Kyle Palmieri. -Arthur Staple

Dallas Stars: Anton Khudobin

New York Rangers: Pavel Buchnevich

Khudobin may not get selected in the expansion draft but if Ben Bishop
returns to full health, the Stars may want to give him his No. 1 goalie job
and keep rising rookie Jake Oettinger in the NHL. That would make
Khudobin a prime candidate to be traded. -Saad Yousuf

This is only in theory, but the Rangers have a number of prospects on
the right wing, including Kaapo Kakko and Vitali Kravtsov. If both survive
the likely trade for a top-two center, dealing Buchnevich, who is an RFA
with arbitration rights due a big raise, opens a top-six right wing spot for a
younger player. -Rick Carpiniello

Detroit Red Wings: Evgeny Svechnikov
Whether it’s via the expansion draft, a trade or a non-tender, it’s hard to
see Svechnikov back in Detroit next season after the Red Wings waived
him twice in 2021. The 2015 first-round pick has had injury troubles, but
perhaps a change of scenery could help him re-establish himself. -Max
Bultman
Edmonton Oilers: Tyson Barrie
Caleb Jones (since moved to Chicago for Keith) fits this category, too,
but Barrie is the choice. Barrie led all NHL blueliners in scoring, but that
almost certainly won’t be enough to keep him in Edmonton. Oilers GM
Ken Holland said he’s only interested in re-signing one of Barrie and
Adam Larsson, both right-shot, pending UFAs. The smart money is on
Larsson being that player. Top prospect Evan Bouchard needs to play at
right defense and he’s a cheaper, younger player with a similar skill set to
Barrie. -Daniel Nugent-Bowman

Ottawa Senators: Chris Tierney
I feel like the writing is on the wall for the 27-year-old Tierney, who is a
dependable and responsible center. But he never received any powerplay time last season and was a healthy scratch in the club’s regularseason finale. If I had to guess, the Senators are ready to move on from
Tierney and if he’s not the one taken in the expansion draft by Seattle,
they’ll find a new home for him in the weeks ahead. -Ian Mendes
Philadelphia Flyers: Brian Elliott
Elliott has been a good soldier for the Flyers for the past three seasons,
but it’s very difficult for me to see them re-signing him. Carter Hart’s
disastrous 2020-21 campaign made it clear that the Flyers need a
backup more capable of carrying the load for extended periods of time,
and one who can be trusted to deliver a save percentage over .900. No.
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2 netminder is an obvious spot for Chuck Fletcher to look to upgrade this
summer. -Charlie O’Connor

little cap space and younger players developing beneath Janmark, he
could be the odd man out. -Jesse Granger

Pittsburgh Penguins: Cody Ceci

Washington Capitals: Nick Jensen

He was exceptional in his one season with the Penguins and likely priced
himself out of Pittsburgh. -Josh Yohe

A lot depends on the expansion draft and whom the Kraken pluck from
the Caps’ roster. If the expansion club doesn’t pick a defenseman,
Washington will need to create cap space by trading one away. On the
right side of the blue line, John Carlson and Justin Schultz currently
occupy spots in the top four. That leaves Jensen ($2.5 million) and
Trevor van Riemsdyk ($950,000) vying for the third-pairing role. For a
team that’s pressed up against the cap, something’s got to give. -Tarik
El-Bashir

Pittsburgh Penguins: Tristan Jarry
The Penguins want to improve at goalie. They can’t have a $3.5 million
backup. -Rob Rossi
San Jose Sharks: Martin Jones
The Sharks will add at least one more goalie this summer, after another
season of poor goaltending. What that means for Jones is unclear, as
he’s signed through 2023-24. He could be bought out, which would
provide some immediate salary cap relief. Or, the Sharks could keep
Jones around and have him battle for the No. 2 spot in camp before
waiving him and reassigning him to the AHL. Either way, it feels like it
should be the end of Jones’ time in San Jose. -Kevin Kurz

Winnipeg Jets: Andrew Copp
The Jets would love to keep Copp well into the future but he’s one year
away from unrestricted free agency and has arbitration rights this
summer. Winnipeg will need to offer a long-term contract worth Copp
forgoing free agency or move him if they don’t feel they’re able. -Murat
Ates

Seattle Kraken: Time
Constantly being the concept that is years away is no longer an option.
Everything now has immediacy for the Kraken. The conversations about
hypotheticals are about to turn into reality in less than two weeks. -Ryan
S. Clark
St. Louis Blues: Vladimir Tarasenko
The Athletic recently reported that Tarasenko has asked the Blues for a
trade and GM Doug Armstrong is currently gauging the market for
interest. According to sources, Tarasenko is frustrated with the way two
shoulder surgeries done by the club’s doctors turned out, and there
doesn’t seem to be any chance now of him staying with the organization.
-Jeremy Rutherford
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Sportsnet.ca / Canadiens' Shea Weber's career threatened by lingering
foot, ankle problems

Elliotte Friedman@FriedgeHNIC
July 14, 2021, 7:56 PM

Tampa Bay Lightning: Tyler Johnson
The Lightning tried to move Tyler Johnson in the offseason, putting him
on waivers twice and asking him to work with them on his no-trade
clause. It’s mostly due to Johnson’s $5 million cap hit the next three
years. But with Johnson’s no-trade now modified, and the veteran center
coming off a strong playoff run, there could be more of a market. Or he
could end up with Seattle in the expansion draft. -Joe Smith
Toronto Maple Leafs: Zach Hyman
Contract talks haven’t gone anywhere and Hyman is going to be able to
command a top-dollar figure as a UFA. -James Mirtle
He’s a pending unrestricted free agent in line for a bigger payday than
the Leafs are likely to want (or are able) to dish out. Hyman would have
to be willing to take quite the discount to stick around with his hometown
team. He also recently turned 29, plays a demanding physical style, and
was at the peak of his apparent powers last season. A longer-term
contract carries some risk. -Jonas Siegel
Vancouver Canucks: Nate Schmidt
It hasn’t worked out for the Canucks or Nate Schmidt, and both sides
appear to be eyeing the exit door. It’s still amicable, the sides are
cooperating, no one is pouring gasoline on the fire in public, and that
suggests there’s a route back if a deal can’t be found. The Canucks will
look to send Schmidt on, however, and the veteran puck-moving
defender will welcome the opportunity to do so. -Thomas Drance
Vancouver Canucks: Jake Virtanen
Vancouver needs to cut ties with Virtanen, who had just five goals in 38
games last season, and the simplest way is a buyout, for which the math
is actually favorable. Virtanen was also placed on leave by the Canucks
in May following sexual misconduct allegations. -Harman Dayal
Vegas Golden Knights: Mattias Janmark
The Golden Knights really have only three players from their main roster
entering unrestricted free agency. And of Alec Martinez, Tomas Nosek
and Mattias Janmark I think Janmark has the least chance of returning.
He was a good fit after the trade to acquire him at the deadline, but with

As the clock hit zero and the Tampa Bay Lightning celebrated their
second consecutive Stanley Cup victory, the opposite emotions
enveloped the Montreal Canadiens.
Nowhere was that clearer than the face of Shea Weber.
Cameras caught Weber watching tearfully, and several Canadiens made
a point of skating over to personally console him. It certainly felt more
emotional than normal, and now there is an explanation as to why.
Over the years, Weber’s punishing style has taken pieces out of
opponents, but also himself. He has enormous pain tolerance, and, as
teammates have readily admitted, will play through things others simply
can’t.
Unfortunately, we could be reaching the end of that situation. According
to multiple sources -- Weber, the Canadiens, the NHL and the NHLPA
are doing their due diligence on the captain’s medical situation and
future.
He’s been plagued with a left foot/ankle problem that has threatened his
career. Weber missed two weeks with an injury there in February 2020
(true to form, he returned much sooner than expected). In March 2018,
he had surgery to repair tendons in the area. There’s been a worry for
some time this problem would become too much to handle.
He also played this post-season with an injured thumb that kept him out
at the end of the regular season. We don't know the extent of the injury
but it is believed to be significant.
He had surgery for a meniscal tear in his right knee in July 2018.
Weber would be a huge loss on the ice and in the dressing room for
Montreal. But, from a league standpoint, what would be at issue is his
contract status. He has five seasons remaining, at an average annual
value of $7,857,143.
That deal, signed via offer sheet with the Philadelphia Flyers, was heavily
front-loaded. There is $12M of actual cash remaining. Nashville, which
matched and was where Weber played the next four years, would have a
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“cap recapture” penalty of slightly more than $4.9M per season through
2025-26 if the defenceman retires.
Weber’s medical history creates a very legitimate case for him to go on
long-term injured reserve if he cannot play again. But the league must
make that determination, and the process is underway. Weber, agent
Kevin Epp, the Canadiens, the NHL and NHLPA declined to comment.
Montreal probably wants clarity before the expansion draft (although they
could simply leave him unprotected), but it’s uncertain if the process can
be completed at that time.
Weber, who will be 36 next month, played his 1,000th NHL game this
past season and won Olympic gold with Team Canada in 2010 and 2014.
Opposing forwards would be the only people who wouldn't miss him.
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Sportsnet.ca / Canadiens' Ducharme must be sure-footed as he steps up
coaching ladder

Eric Engels@EricEngels
July 14, 2021, 12:19 PM

MONTREAL — It’s a clean slate but not a blank canvass that Dominique
Ducharme’s been given with the three-year contract extension he signed
on Tuesday to officially become the 31st head coach of the Montreal
Canadiens.
Consider it an ideal situation for the 48-year-old from Joliette, Que. He’s
already set the foundation for how he wants the Canadiens to play,
already seen his tactics successfully employed by a group that just went
to the Stanley Cup Final and will largely remain intact, and now he’s got a
normal training camp and an 82-game schedule ahead of him to perfect
the little details.
It’s a wonderful departure from the situation he just navigated in his six
months as interim head coach. That one was anything but ideal — taking
over six weeks into a shortened season and in the middle of a storm,
having to implement an entirely new system without the benefit of being
able to practise on consecutive days more than twice before the playoffs,
going through an unprecedentedly challenging schedule with nearly
every key player sidelined by injury and then getting benched with
COVID from the middle of the conference final through the first two
games of the final.
For a guy who firmly believes adversity builds strength and character,
we’re not sure Ducharme would’ve wished for as much as he faced over
the first half of 2021.
For one who believes in destiny, Ducharme said Tuesday’s signing was a
good omen.
"July 13th is an important date in our family," he said during his Zoom
press conference, just a couple of hours after the ink dried on his new
deal. "It's the date our parents got married. It's also five years ago to the
day that my father was buried. It's almost like destiny that this is
happening on this particular date. It could've happened on the 12th or the
14th, but it all transpired on the 13th."

From a technical standpoint, everything else should fall into place.
"We don’t need to start everything over," Ducharme said. "There’s lots of
things that we want to rework, things to add or polish, but the base is
there."
So are the relationships.
Ducharme spent much of his time cultivating working ones with his
players. He dedicated himself to meeting with each individual on a daily
basis and spending time with each of his lines to establish and confirm
identities, and it’s clear that approach was well-received.
"I feel like he brought the best out of each guy, knew how to approach
each guy, how to bring our team closer and get us playing a more
consistent, harder game," defenceman Jeff Petry said last Friday. "And I
thought he did a great job with that and did a great job with our group."
Corey Perry, who’s 36 and has played for several different coaches over
his long NHL career, gave Ducharme this endorsement: "He’s a head
coach. He’s to the point, he gets his point across, and he’s definitely
detailed and structured. That’s everything you want from a head coach.
He’ll talk to you, let you know where you stand, and I can’t say enough
about him. He did a tremendous job for us."
That someone at the other end of the age curve had as many good
things to say tells you to what degree Ducharme established himself as a
coach worthy of his new deal.
"He came in at a tough time. We weren’t playing that great, but he
implemented his system and what he believed in, and I think as a team
we really embraced that," 21-year-old Nick Suzuki said. "He did a great
job with our whole group, listening to the players and really trying to get
the most out of us. And the conversations that I’ve had all season with
him, just trying to help me out as much as possible, trying to give me little
bits here and there of how to take my game to a higher level. So, he
really did a great job."
It's why general manager Marc Bergevin doubled down on his original bet
on Ducharme, giving the coach an opportunity he felt he would earn
when he took over from Claude Julien back in late February.
Now, Ducharme must take advantage of it by continuing to navigate each
challenge calmly and coolly — just as he did in facing so many of them
this past season — and by continuing to strengthen the bond with his
players.
"Having success as a team is a partnership," Ducharme said. "We’re not
there against the players … we’re all here for the same reason. I want
every one of them, individually, to have success, but mostly that’s our job
collectively having success.
"At the same time, we all have our job to do. We talked about that with
the players. We’re putting in the plan, we’re adjusting the plan, we show
the direction what we want to do. Their job is to get into that and bring
their own individual skills, their personality as a player within our team
structure."
Ducharme will ultimately be judged for how he influences that process
moving forward. And while the experience he’s earned over a short
period is now behind him, it will only help him tackle this next challenge.
It’s a giant step up the coaching ladder. Ducharme climbed his way up
from the Canadian college circuit through the QMJHL, Hockey Canada
and a job as Julien’s assistant before helping the Canadiens become a
better version of themselves than anyone believed they could be, and
now he must move upwards sure-footed.

What happens next is what matters most.

Sportsnet.ca LOADED: 07.15.2021

On Wednesday, Luke Richardson signed a three-year extension to
continue managing the defence and the penalty kill. Ducharme is hoping
Alex Burrows comes to terms on a new deal in short order to also return
as his assistant. From there, the coach will look to add one more over the
coming weeks and he might have to help hire a goaltending coach if
Sean Burke chooses to go back to Arizona to continue in his duties as
director of goaltending from home.
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9. Kent Johnson, C, University of Michigan (NCAA): Has the confidence,
the willingness and the skill to do anything out there. Will need to add
weight and strength to his 6-foot-1, 165-pound frame.
Round 1 draft order

With the draft just around the corner, it was time for a refreshed set of
rankings.
More work has been put in on a number of fronts to try and have at least
a little certainty in what should be as random a draft as I’ve seen in my
time covering it. Having said that, we do know a few things.
First, Seattle GM Ron Francis holds the keys and should be able to
impact this draft. He may not be able to work the same magic that
George McPhee was able to exact in 2017 with Vegas, but plenty of
options and cap space should give Francis ample room to maneuver.
The idea might be to acquire as many draft picks as possible and not just
for 2021, but beyond that as well. Vegas was able to pick up two
additional first round picks in the 2017 draft and ended up with 12 picks
total.
Next, we know this draft is top-heavy with defencemen. University of
Michigan product Owen Power leads the way, in a group that includes
Swede Simon Edvinsson, American Luke Hughes and Canadian Brandt
Clarke. In terms of the strength of this class, we may have to extend our
window of judgement by an additional year based on the fact that, at
best, some players in this class have missed out on at least a half
season, some playoffs and some international play. Despite extended
off-season training, game and practice play has been limited and that
typically provides the best developmental path.
Finally, just as we see every year, players will unexpectedly emerge from
this draft class to become NHL stars, regardless of where they are
selected. Look no further than the 2021 Stanley Cup Champion Tampa
Bay Lightning, who featured the likes of Nikita Kucherov (58th overall in
2011), Brayden Point (79th overall in 2014), Anthony Cirelli (72nd overall
in 2015), Ondrej Palat (208th overall in 2011) and an undrafted Tyler
Johnson.
Here’s our final draft rankings. Expect a mock draft immediately following
the expansion draft on July 21st.
1. Owen Power, D, University of Michigan (NCAA): His place at the top of
the rankings was cemented after his performance at the IIHF Men’s
World Championship.

1. Buffalo Sabres
2. Seattle Kraken
3. Anaheim Ducks
4. New Jersey Devils
5. Columbus Blue Jackets
6. Detroit Red Wings
7. San Jose Sharks
8. Los Angeles Kings
9. Vancouver Canucks
10. Ottawa Senators
11. Chicago Blackhawks
12. Calgary Flames
13. Philadelphia Flyers
14. Dallas Stars
15. New York Rangers
16. St. Louis Blues
17. Winnipeg Jets
18. Nashville Predators
19. Edmonton Oilers
20. Boston Bruins
21. Minnesota Wild
22. Detroit Red Wings (from Washington Capitals)
23. Florida Panthers

2. Matthew Beniers, C, University of Michigan (NCAA): He is the safest
pick in the class. A Dylan Larkin-type that a team will want to keep
forever.

24. Columbus Blue Jackets (from Toronto Maple Leafs)

3. Simon Edvinsson, D, Frolunda Jr. (SWE): Should be able to handle
top-pairing workload in the NHL and has some offensive upside, too.

26. Carolina Hurricanes

4. Dylan Guenther, RW, Edmonton Oil Kings (WHL): An average
showing at the U18 notwithstanding, Guenther is still a scorer with a big
league shot who is often on the right side of the puck.

28. New Jersey Devils (from New York Islanders)

5. William Eklund, LW, Djurgarden (SWE): He scored 11 goals and 23
points in 40 games playing with Djurgarden in Sweden’s top professional
league – those numbers for a first-year draft eligible player in the SHL
are good for fifth all-time.
6. Luke Hughes, D, USNTDP: Injury issues are well behind him. He
displays the confidence, skating and puck-handling talents of his brothers
Jack and Quinn.
Remaining Time -1:10
Luke Hughes would love to play with his brother Jack on the Devils
7. Brandt Clarke, D, Barrie Colts (OHL): Should be able to run a power
play at the next level. As smart, poised and patient as he is, he could still
stand to play more consistently with pace.
8. Mason McTavish, C, Peterborough Petes (OHL): Between his stint
playing in Switzerland and a nice sampling at the U18, showed a
complete game and the ability to play effectively at centre.

25. Minnesota Wild (from Pittsburgh Penguins)

27. Colorado Avalanche

29. Vegas Golden Knights
30. Montreal Canadiens
31. Columbus Blue Jackets (from Tampa Bay Lightning)
10. Cole Sillinger, LW, Sioux Falls Stampede (USHL): Has been
groomed by NHL people at home (his dad is former NHLer Mike
Sillinger), in the WHL (where he played 52 games in Medicine Hat) right
on through to his time with Marty Murray in the USHL this season.
11. Matthew Coronato, RW, Chicago Steel (USHL): An absolute bulldog
who hunts pucks and knows exactly what to do with them afterwards.
Scored 48 goals in 51 games with the Steel this season, and added nine
more in eight playoff games.
12. Chaz Lucius, C, USNTDP: There is precedence for players who
missed significant time during their draft year to still be taken high (see
Alex Galchenyuk, Morgan Rielly). Lucius played just 25 games this
season.
13. Fabian Lysell, RW, Frolunda Jr. (SWE): Most polarizing player in the
draft. Played 26 games in Sweden’s top league this season and
registered just three points, but dominated against his own age group.
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14. Brennan Othman, LW, Flint Firebirds (OHL): A mini growth spurt
along with an improvement in skating, led to a great U18. Scored 16
points in 34 games on loan to EHC Olten in Switzerland this season.
15. Jesper Wallstedt, G, Lulea (SHL): Technically sound goalie with a
nice dose of athleticism. Character of an NHL veteran.

Sportsnet.ca / Prospect of Interest: Michigan's well-rounded Matthew
Beniers

Mike Johnston@MikeyJ_MMA

16. Isak Rosen, LW, Leksand (SHL): Hands and feet work quickly and
effectively, especially off the rush. Possesses a powerful stride.

July 14, 2021, 1:09 PM

17. Sebastian Cossa, G, Edmonton Oil Kings (WHL): Plenty of personal
adversity has not affected his on-ice performance. He’s got size, too,
standing 6-foot-6, 211 pounds.

Any team looking for a quality two-way centre with high upside (hint: it’s
all 32 of ‘em, folks) would be lucky to add a player like Matthew Beniers.

18. Fedor Svechkov, C, Togliatti (RUS): Solid, steady, two-way player
whose game may get overlooked because it lacks a dynamic element.

The former U.S. National Team Development Program product recently
completed his first year of university and now looks to the next phase of
his playing career.

19. Carson Lambos, D, Winnipeg Ice (WHL): Had plenty of looks in his
16-year-old season and then got a little taste of the pro life in Finland with
JYP this season. Looks to have fully recovered from an ablation
procedure.
20. Samu Tuomaala, RW, Karpat Jr (FIN): Shifty, speedy shooter with a
penchant for striking from anywhere.
21. Nikita Chibrikov, RW, St. Petersburg (KHL): Shifty playmaker who
can also score. Competes hard and plays with pace.
22. Xavier Bourgault, C, Shawinigan Cataractes (QMJHL): An excellent
finisher whose brain works best in the offensive zone. As good a shooter
as he is, he’s an underrated playmaker, too.
23. Daniil Chayka, D, Guelph Storm (OHL): Has been a winner at every
level for a variety of teams internationally and domestically. Spent this
season playing back in Russia on loan, with stints in the KHL, VHL and
MHL.
24. Zachary Bolduc, C, Rimouski Oceanic (QMJHL): Tried to replace
Alexis Lafreniere with Rimouski before coming to the realization he could
carve out his own niche. Led the Oceanic with 29 points in 27 games.
25. Corson Ceulemans, D, Brooks (AJHL): Hockey has been the
foundation for a player whose family has moved frequently in his youth.
Committed to University of Wisconsin for next season.
26. Aatu Raty, C, Karpat (Liiga): Production has never been equal to his
work rate, and despite being a young phenom before his draft year, he
hasn’t lived up to expectations. Managed three points in 35 games this
season playing in Finland’s top pro league.
27. Simon Robertsson, RW, Skelleftea (SWE): Plays a prototypical northsouth game. NHL bloodlines always an asset (father Bert played with
Canucks, Oilers and Rangers) even more in uncertain times.
28. Zachary Dean, C, Gatineau Olympiques (QMJHL): Old school traits
in that he has great outside speed and a bulldog determination to get to
and stay in front of the net.
29. Francesco Pinelli, C, Kitchener Rangers (OHL): There’s plenty to like
in this versatile forward whose best-suited to play centre.
30. Wyatt Johnston, C, Windsor Spitfires (OHL): Might be the sleeper
pick of Round 1. He didn’t play for more than 14 months and then was
able to do everything Canada asked of him at the U18s.
31. Zachary L'Heureux, LW, Halifax Mooseheads (QMJHL): A lack of
discipline resulted in multiple suspensions, and that posed questions
about an unpredictable character. Needs structure and a solid leadership
sidecar.

Team: University of Michigan
Position: Centre
Shoots: Left
Age: 18 (Nov. 5, 2002)
From: Hingham, Mass.
Height: 6-foot-2
Weight: 175 pounds
Considered one of the more well-rounded players in the 2021 draft class,
Beniers finished the year ranked by Central Scouting as the No. 6 skater
in North America.
“He’s been a tremendous all-around player,” Michigan Wolverines head
coach Mel Pearson said of Beniers. “You trust him as a coach to play in
any situation. You know he’s going to play on the right side of the puck
and then he’s got the skill offensively, he can play on the offensive side.
Very fortunate to have him here. He’s a lot of fun to coach.”
Iron sharpens iron
Beniers had initially planned on attending Harvard University near his
hometown in Massachusetts, however with the school’s 2020-21 season
cancelled due to COVID-19 he instead decided to join fellow top
prospects Owen Power and Kent Johnson in the impressive Michigan
program.
“I didn’t really know how great it would be until I got here,” Beniers said
after joining his new teammates. “Every day we’re pushing each other.
And those two (Power and Johnson) they obviously also love hockey,
and it’s what they want to do with the rest of their life. So, it’s kind of cool
being around guys that just love the game and want to get better every
day. It pushes me, I push them and so I think it will be a lot of benefit
from playing together.”
Beniers ended up with 24 points (10 goals, 14 assists) in 24 games,
which is roughly on par with his output during his time in the USNTDP.
He may not project as a point-per-game player in the NHL, but his 200foot game and intangibles are what sets him apart from many of his
peers.
“It kind of seems like the guy doesn't run out of energy,” Michigan goalie
Strauss Mann told Buffalo News. “He's just bopping around the ice, outskating everyone. He'll lead a rush and then be the first guy back on the
backcheck. Just kind of a complete player that energizes your team and
his linemates and goes to the net really hard, does the little things well.
He's a guy that everyone would want on their team.”

32. Sasha Pastujov, RW, USNTDP: Circus references aside (his parents
used to work for Ringling Brothers and Barnum & Bailey), he showed
remarkable consistency against a variety of competition all season.

Had solid debut at worlds
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The 18-year-old didn’t look out of place as he suited up for six games
and even scored a goal in a game against Latvia on an impressive
individual effort.
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After starring on Team USA at the most recent world juniors, Beniers
earned the opportunity to wear the stars and stripes alongside many
NHLers at the 2021 IIHF Men's World Championship earlier this year.
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“He's a high-character kid at such a young age,” Team USA forward
Brian Boyle said of Beniers. “He puts the work in and wants to get
better.”
Unfortunately for Beniers, his tournament was cut short due to a lowerbody injury he sustained sliding awkwardly feet first into the end boards.
Although the injury required roughly one month of recovery it is not
expected to impact his preparation for USA Hockey’s summer showcase,
which will subsequently help him prepare for his first NHL training camp.

quick one-timer from one of the forwards. I feel like I can do that pretty
well, too."
With Clarke tabbed to hear his name called early on July 23, the hockey
world tends to agree. Here's everything you need to know about the 18year-old, as his draft day nears:
Team: HC Nove Zamky
Position: Defence

What do the experts say?

Shoots: Right

Sam Cosentino: “Mentorship from playing for the USA in the worlds will
be valuable for a player expected to wear a letter when he becomes an
established NHLer. Work ethic, attention to detail and reliability make him
a sure bet.”

Hometown: Ottawa, Ontario

Adam Kimelman of NHL.com: “He is an outstanding skater who is as
relentless on the forecheck as he is on the backcheck. He was a key
piece for the United States winning the 2021 IIHF World Junior
Championship as the youngest player on the roster and hasn't looked out
of place playing with and against NHL players with the U.S. at the 2021
IIHF World Championship despite a lower-body injury sustained against
Slovakia in the quarterfinals Thursday.”
Mike G. Morreale of NHL.com: “He scored 24 points (10 goals, 14
assists) in 24 games in his first college season and led first-time NHL
Draft-eligible NCAA players in goals, goals per game (0.42) and shots on
goal per game (2.38). He stood out as the second-line centre for the U.S.
at the WJC, scoring three points (one goal, two assists), killing penalties
and averaging 17:05 of ice time in seven games.”
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Sportsnet.ca / Prospect of Interest: Why a lost OHL season made Brandt
Clarke even better

Sonny Sachdeva@sachdevasonny
July 14, 2021, 1:09 PM

If the 2021 NHL Draft wasn't shaping up to be odd enough, just wait until
we see an all-defensive top three leading off the class on July 23, without
a franchise centre in sight.
There's a fair shot that peculiar sight could be reality, with the likes of
Owen Power, Simon Edvinsson and Luke Hughes looking likely to hear
their names called early. But among this year's notably elite crop of blueline prospects, one stands out among the rest — Brandt Clarke. The only
one in the top-tier bunch with that coveted right-hand shot, the rangy
Ottawa native backs it up with top-drawer hands, veteran poise with the
puck, and the ability to map out constellations of on-ice possibilities
before they ever come to fruition.
But it just comes naturally to him, he says, and always has.
“It's just something that I've always kind of been able to do, you know,"
he said of his sixth-sense awareness, while speaking to the media in
early July. "Even before the puck comes to me, I'll know what's going on
on this side of the ice because I'll be [thinking], ‘OK, if I can get a shot off
quick, a guy's going to the net, maybe I can get a rebound.’ Or it's like,
‘OK, I kind of have time here. Let me hold on to it. Let me walk the blue
line. Let me make kind of swivel my hips, maybe create some space for
my guys on the half-wall to have more of a lane to shoot.’
"Sometimes you just have to go D-to-D to your partner, like that's the
only safety-valve play you’ve got. Or you have to go down the wall. [But]
you know, I feel comfortable doing that if that’s there, the one in every
five times that you can make a cool play, or you can walk the blue line, or
you can get a shot through, or you can kind of throw one down low for a

Age: 18 (Feb. 9, 2003)
Height: 6-foot-22
Weight: 190 pounds
“He’s got that fire in him”
Even at six-foot-two, 190 pounds, there’s a certain boyishness about
Clarke — even now, after the young defender just finished putting in time
playing against grown men on the other side of the Atlantic. But for those
who've seen Clarke's mettle tested, who've seen what burns underneath
the surface, they know the cover doesn't match the content. Clarke's
longtime trainer Tony Greco has been the one doing most of that testing,
pushing Clarke for the past three years out of his Kanata, Ont., facility.
And he's seen that discrepancy firsthand.
“He just doesn’t like failure, and I think people don’t really know that
about Brandt, because when you see him, he’s kind of like a boy-nextdoor kid,” says Greco. “But he’s got the fire in him.”
He's got a group around him who continue to stoke that fire, too, as
Clarke trains alongside a collection of players that includes his brother
Graeme (a 2019 third-round pick of the New Jersey Devils’), Jack Quinn
(last year’s eighth-overall pick, by the Buffalo Sabres), Toronto Maple
Leafs defender Ben Hutton, and Philadelphia Flyers captain Claude
Giroux. Clarke's progress alongside those fellow pros has been
immense, says Greco, the reason for that abundantly clear.
“He lives and breathes the dream,” Greco says. “That’s the difference.
Where some guys it’s like, let’s say they’re doing their post-strength
conditioning and maybe they don’t jump over the hurdle properly, they
won’t do it again. Brandt will do it 10 times over, to instil that perfection in
his brain. … That’s the competitive edge about him. That’s the key. He
just tells you that he wants it, and then he’ll do whatever it takes to
accomplish it. That’s the way he is.”
It’s the type of unending drive a coach can’t teach, he says, the type of
limitless engine that can’t be installed. You just have to have it. And
Clarke does.
“He doesn’t believe in failure, and I love that about him,” Greco says.
“Like, if this guy comes into the gym and let’s say he can’t do a hex bar
squat, he’ll go home and he’ll perfect it for the next week, and then he’ll
come and crush it again. That’s the kind of guy he is.” That proclivity to
attain perfection extends out of the gym and to the ice, too, he says.
Greco noticed it especially after Clarke helped lift Canada to a gold
medal at the 2021 U-18 world junior championship — in his performance,
and in the post-medal-clinching celebration, too.
“Look at when they won [with] Team Canada — he’s got the flag, it’s like
he was the leader of the pack even though he wasn’t really the captain.
The flag is around him, he’s bringing players with him, he’s in front with
the picture.
“He just wants to show people that, ‘You know what, I was born to play
this game, and I work the hardest on perfecting this game.’”
The Clarke brothers’ connection goes well beyond off-season training
partners. The two have been joined at the hip since their earliest days
falling in love with the game, taking their journey towards big-league
dreams side by side, and pushing each other each step of the way. In
2021, as the COVID-19 pandemic pushed the sports world’s plans
askew, while upending and altering family life across the board, so too
did the Clarkes’ situation change.
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It started with the pandemic shutting down the OHL season — where
Brandt had been playing for the Barrie Colts, Graeme for the Ottawa 67’s
— and ended with the duo making the decision to head to Europe
together and test their talent against established pros. They got a shot
with Slovakian club HC Nove Zamky, offering them their first chance to
suit up in the same jersey. And while the younger Clarke learned plenty
about life off the ice from their time spent abroad, he’s learned just as
much from his brother about what life will soon be like on the ice, he said
recently.

net, and we don't really have the firepower to just come back and catch
up.’ So everything matters.

“He's kind of done all the things that I already want to do. So it's kind of
nice that I get to follow his path,” Brandt said of his brother Graeme. “He
had to kind of learn the ropes by himself. But I got to just follow him and
he gets to help me every step of the way. So it's been it's been really
nice.”
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That lifeline’s been particularly useful as Brandt heads into the maelstrom
of the NHL Draft.

Top goalie prospect Wallstedt wants to be known for more than hockey

“He just tells me, you know, just be truthful with how you speak, speak
from the heart. You know, when you're having these kind of interviews,
interviews with NHL clubs, just to be truthful, say what you mean. … You
want to put yourself on a pedestal, but you want to be respectful at the
same time. It's just stuff like that.
“He’s been a great help for me and I couldn't ask for much more from my
big brother.”
Given where Brandt looks likely to be picked — most project him to land
somewhere in the top five, and Sportsnet’s Sam Cosentino tabbed him to
go as high as No. 2 in a recent mock draft — and where Graeme's
organization, the Devils, are set to pick (No. 4), there’s a fair shot the
Clarke brothers could some day be suiting up in the same jersey once
agin.
“It's kind of cool to have that connection with my brother,” he said. “And
yeah, if I got to play with him for the next 10, 15 years, that would be a
dream come true.”
Every play matters
The reason Clarke ended up in Slovakia went beyond the pandemic
alone. It was a process that started at home, a journey that was spurred
by Clarke being spurned.
“You know, around November, I didn't make the world junior camp, which
I was kind of frustrated about,” he said. “But I was really hungry to get
going. I was training the whole summer. I didn't take any weeks off or
anything — right when the OHL season was canceled, I got in the gym,
got on the ice as soon as I could. So by that time, you know, when I didn't
make that [team], when I didn't get that call, we started making calls to
teams in Sweden, Finland, Germany.”
He was determined to end up somewhere, anywhere, to prove he could
cut it at the next level. Like Greco’s seen time and time again, that inner
fire began burning brighter the moment he was tested.
“You're like, ‘Oh, wow, everyone's been pushing for me. Everyone's been
rooting for me. And I'm not living up to that,’” he says. “I have
expectations of myself. I expected to make that [team]. I'm like, ‘Wow, I'm
not impressing people as much as I thought I should be’. So, yeah, in a
way, I did take offence to that. I was pretty upset that I didn’t make that
team, that I wasn't considered one of the top U-20 players in Canada. So,
yeah, I did use that as motivation.”
The initial European targets didn’t pan out as planned, but he eventually
found his shot when HC Nove Zamky offered both Clarke brothers spots.
And while Graeme had to leave the team just six games in, Brandt
played out 26 tilts with the club, notching 15 points in that span.
But despite the production, it wasn’t his offensive game that grew the
most out in Slovakia — it was Brandt's play in his own end, he said,
shaped by the situation he and his Slovakian club found themselves in.
“We didn't have a lot of offence. We had to win games like 2-1, 3-2. It
was always low scoring and we were always in the fight. We had a really
young team that always wanted to prove that we could hang with these
guys that are like 30 and really established in this league,” he said. “I
think my overall game was polished up pretty nicely over there because
every shift you're like, ‘OK, if you make a mistake, it’s in the back of your

“You know, you've got to get the puck out when the opportunity is there.
You can't mess up that pass. You can't let the other team intercept your
pass. If this is on a two-on-one, like, you’re relied on here. You got to
shut them down. The team’s counting on you. And I really took that and it
really taught me, like, every play matters. Every shift matters.”
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By Mark Masters

In 2020, Wallstedt became the youngest goalie to play in a Swedish
Hockey League game.
Now, he's poised to make more history by becoming the first goalie from
Sweden to be picked in the first round of the National Hockey League
draft.
"I have the chance to be the first one, it's crazy," Wallstedt said. "It's hard
to think about. I've really enjoyed this process before the draft and just
very excited. It's something special."
Two Swedish goalies have been the first pick of the second round, with
Oscar Dansk (Columbus, 2012) and Jacob Markstrom (Florida, 2008)
going 31st overall. Wallstedt is almost certain to go higher. TSN Director
of Scouting Craig Button has him at No. 7 on his latest list of top
prospects.
The 6-foot-3 native of Vasteras played 22 games for Lulea in the SHL
last season, posting a 12-10-0 record and .908 save percentage.
Wallstedt spoke to TSN about his development, how he became a goalie
and which NHLers he enjoys watching the most. The following is an
edited transcript of the interview.
How did you become a goalie?
"Both my father and my brother played goalie. I grew up watching my
brother (Jacob Wallstedt). Also, Henrik Lundqvist was very big at that
time and had a run to the Stanley Cup Final with the Rangers, so that
was probably the start of it."
You also played defence until age 12, was it a tough choice between
positions?
"I liked both, so I had a hard time choosing, but at the time I was a bit
better at goalie and didn't maybe have the conditioning to play defence.
So, yeah, I ended up in the net instead."
What did it mean to break Hedman's record?
"That was the first big accomplishment that I had, and it was thanks to
Vasteras, my hometown team. They really wanted to push me. I had to
really push myself to get there and be ready for that season. I picked up
a lot of things from that season and it made me more prepared when I
moved up to Lulea. So, three years in the under-20 league made me very
prepared for when I was to play in the SHL. It meant a lot and it was a lot
of fun that season. I still remember it as if it was yesterday."
You are also the youngest player to score a goal in the junior league.
What was that like?
"Oh, it was crazy. It happened so fast and that's something not everyone
has done. So, I'm happy for my goal and hopefully I can maybe score
another one someday."
I couldn't find a video of it; can you describe what happened?
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"I don't think there was any video of that, actually, so I don't know that it
happened even (smiles). They took out their goalie and dumped the puck
down on me, hoping to get a whistle, but I just decided to put it out and
go for a shot and it ended up in the net. It was crazy."

"Yeah, I have it up in my house here back in Vasteras and I think I looked
at it today just for fun. I saw it today and got to remember back a little bit
on that time."

"We're different in our athletic abilities. He's longer than me, but so
athletic and can always do these insane saves where it looks like an
open goal, but he's getting out there with a leg or a glove or whatever. My
style is maybe to stay a little more calm and in some way read the game
and be in the position to make the save look as easy as possible. That's
maybe a little difference. Every goalie is unique. Everyone is trying to
build their own style up and build a plan that works for them. I always
enjoy watching different goalies and see how they rely on their game
styles."

What was it like moving away from home at such a young age?

What stands out about Fleury?

"I thought it would be easy, like every 15-year-old from Sweden thinks
when they're moving far away from their parents, but it was a hard time. I
thought everything was going to fix itself, but unfortunately it didn't. But I
learned a lot from that. I've taken a lot of things with me to today and
today I can cook and clean and take care of myself. I think that's
something good to learn before you take a step over to the other side of
the big ocean. It was important for me, but it was a rough time for sure."

"I enjoy watching his competition level every game. He's never giving up
on a puck even though sometimes the save can look ridiculous. He's
never giving up on a puck and just always keeps his team in reach of
winning."

Did you keep that puck?

What does it do for your confidence to hold your own against men in the
SHL?
"It puts it a little higher. I'm a pretty confident man, but always if you're
doing well and putting up great numbers and getting the wins for the
team, you'll always get some extra confidence and that's always going to
improve you, so it's great for me. I think this season has been great for
my development."
What did you take from the World Juniors experience in Edmonton?
"I only got to play one and a half games, so maybe a little bit
disappointed at that time. But I got back with a lot of good energy to
Lulea and played eight games in a row there and played pretty well. So, I
think it was a great tournament for me ... I got more from the mental side.
When you're not playing all the time, you can always take something
positive, and some extra energy and I think I did that and that made me
play a little better when I got back. I'm always happy to have the chance
to play with the national team."

You have your own website. What sparked that?
"Most of that is my agency doing their thing. We are trying to build a
brand around myself. I don't want to only be known as just a hockey
player. I want to be known as a human as well."
What's important to you off the ice?
"Mostly my family. I don't see them that often throughout the season. I'm
spending 11 months in Lulea, so it can be rough not seeing them that
often, but I'm getting a little bit used to it. They are very important to me."
How would you describe your personality?
"I'm a pretty calm goalie and person. I really enjoy meeting new people. I
try to get to know different people and we can talk, and I can develop
from that as a person too. I hope I can say I'm pretty easy to talk to. I'm
always open to hear from others and let them speak about anything and
I'm always going to be there listening. That's a little bit about me."
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How do you work on the mental side of the game?
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"I've been trying to educate myself a little bit. When I was younger, I was
watching YouTube and you can pick up small things. I have a little bit of
an everything coach on nutrition and physical side and also the mental
side, so he is also helping me and we're discussing different things."

USA TODAY / NHL releases order for all seven rounds of July 23-24
entry draft
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What did you look up on YouTube?
"Mental tips not only as a hockey player, but generally in sports. You can
get some good tips. I got some tips that I put into my game that helps
me, but also made my own new routines to give me mental refreshment."

Mike Brehm
USA TODAY

Can you give us an example of something you do during games?
"I usually go for a little skate every time the whistle blows. I'm always
trying to stay clear in my mind and be ready for the next puck that will
appear on my side. So, going for a little skate instead of just standing
there helps my mind stay clear."
What's something you've taken from an outside source that you've
incorporated into your game?
"How you think throughout the game. How to think about positive things
and analyze things and then just let it go and have a clear mind and how
to do that in a specific order. You have to find a specific way that works
for you. Everyone is not the same, so you have to try some new things
and what's working best for yourself."
Who did you enjoy watching this NHL season?

The NHL on Wednesday released the full order for the entry draft, which
will be held on July 23-24.
The draft will be held virtually for the second year in a row.
The Buffalo Sabres, who finished last in the league and won the draft
lottery, will choose first overall for the second time since 2018, when they
took Swedish defenseman Rasmus Dahlin.
Another defenseman, the University of Michigan's Owen Power, is
ranked as the top North American skater. The 6-6, 213-pound Ontario
native had 16 points in 26 games as a freshman with the Wolverines
after spending two years in the United States Hockey League.
The Seattle Kraken, whose expansion draft will be held on July 21, will
choose second.

"Marc-Andre Fleury and Andrei Vasilevskiy are two goalies I enjoy
watching, because they are so different from how I play ... I like the way
they make the highlight-reel saves in many of the games they play. I
enjoy the way they play, but I’m not that style so that's the reason I enjoy
watching them so much."

The Arizona Coyotes were supposed to draft 11th overall but they
forfeited the pick because of league sanctions for violating the NHL’s
combine testing policy

How are you different than Vasilevskiy?

Round 1

The full order is below:

1. Buffalo
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2. Seattle

46. Philadelphia

3. Anaheim

47. Dallas

4. New Jersey

48. Detroit (from NYR)

5. Columbus

49. Los Angeles (from STL via BUF and VGK)

6. Detroit

50. Winnipeg

7. San Jose

51. Nashville

8. Los Angeles

52. Detroit (from EDM)

9. Vancouver

53. Buffalo (from BOS)

10. Ottawa

54. Minnesota

11. Forfeited pick

55. Washington

12. Chicago

56. Florida

13. Calgary

57. Toronto

14. Philadelphia

58. Pittsburgh

15. Dallas

59. Carolina

16. NY Rangers

60. NY Islanders (from COL)

17. St. Louis

61. New Jersey (from NYI)

18. Winnipeg

62. Chicago (from VGK)

19. Nashville

63. Montreal

20. Edmonton

64. Montreal (from TBL)

21. Boston

Round 3

22. Minnesota

65. NY Rangers (from BUF)

23. Detroit (from WSH)

66. Anaheim

24. Florida

67. Seattle

25. Columbus (from TOR)

68. New Jersey

26. Minnesota (from PIT)

69. Columbus

27. Carolina

70. Detroit

28. Colorado

71. San Jose

29. New Jersey (from NYI)

72. Los Angeles

30. Vegas

73. Vancouver

31. Montreal

74. Ottawa

32. Columbus (from TBL)

75. Washington (from ARI via NJD)

Round 2

76. Montreal (from CHI)

33. Buffalo

77. Calgary

34. Anaheim

78. Philadelphia

35. Seattle

79. Dallas

36. Vegas (from NJD)

80. NY Rangers

37. Arizona (from CBJ via OTT)

81. St. Louis

38. Detroit

82. Winnipeg

39. Ottawa (from SJS)

83. Nashville

40. Nashville (from LAK)

84. Calgary (from EDM)

41. Vancouver

85. Boston

42. Ottawa

86. Minnesota

43. Arizona

87. Montreal (from WSH via SJS)

44. Chicago

88. Buffalo (from FLA)

45. Calgary

89. Los Angeles (from TOR)
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90. Minnesota (from PIT via SJS)

133. Columbus

91. Carolina

134. Detroit

92. Colorado

135. San Jose

93. NY Islanders

136. Los Angeles

94. Detroit (from VGK)

137. Vancouver

95. Buffalo (from MTL)

138. Detroit (from OTT via MTL)

96. Tampa Bay

139. Arizona

Round 4

140. Vancouver (from CHI)

97. Buffalo

141. Calgary

98. Anaheim

142. Montreal (from PHI)

99. Seattle

143. Dallas

100. New Jersey

144. NY Rangers

101. Columbus

145. St. Louis

102. Detroit

146. Winnipeg

103. San Jose

147. Nashville

104. NY Rangers (from LAK)

148. Anaheim (from EDM via OTT)

105. Chicago (from VAN)

149. Boston

106. NY Rangers (from OTT)

150. Minnesota

107. Arizona

151. Washington

108. Chicago

152. Florida

109. Los Angeles (from CGY)

153. Toronto

110. Philadelphia

154. Pittsburgh

111. Dallas

155. Vegas (from CAR)

112. NY Rangers

156. San Jose (from COL)

113. Montreal (from STL)

157. NY Islanders

114. Vegas (from WPG)

158. Philadelphia (from VGK via WSH)

115. Nashville

159. Buffalo (from MTL)

116. Edmonton

160. Tampa Bay

117. Boston

Round 6

118. Minnesota

161. Buffalo

119. Washington

162. Anaheim

120. Florida

163. Seattle

121. San Jose (from TOR)

164. New Jersey

122. Arizona (from PIT)

165. Columbus

123. Carolina

166. Detroit

124. Nashville (from COL via OTT)

167. San Jose

125. NY Islanders

168. Los Angeles

126. Montreal (from VGK)

169. Vancouver

127. Montreal

170. Ottawa

128. Detroit (from TBL)

171. Arizona

Round 5

172. Chicago

129. New Jersey (from BUF)

173. Calgary

130. Anaheim

174. Philadelphia

131. Seattle

175. Dallas

132. Columbus (from NJD)

176. NY Rangers
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177. St. Louis

221. NY Islanders

178. Vancouver (from WPG)

222. Vegas

179. Nashville

223. Montreal

180. Edmonton

224. Tampa Bay

181. Boston
182. Minnesota
183. Washington
184. Florida
185. Toronto
186. Edmonton (from PIT)
187. Carolina
188. Buffalo (from COL)
189. NY Islanders
190. Vegas
191. Montreal
192. Tampa Bay
Round 7
193. Buffalo
194. Pittsburgh (from ANA)
195. Seattle
196. Tampa Bay (from NJD)
197. Columbus
198. St. Louis (from DET)
199. San Jose
200. Carolina (from LAK)
201. Vancouver
202. Ottawa
203. New Jersey (from ARI)
204. Chicago
205. Calgary
206. Philadelphia
207. Dallas
208. NY Rangers
209. Carolina (from STL)
210. Florida (from WPG)
211. Tampa Bay (from NSH)
212. Edmonton
213. Boston
214. Minnesota
215. Pittsburgh (from WSH)
216. Chicago (from FLA)
217. Boston (from TOR)
218. Pittsburgh
219. Carolina
220. Colorado
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